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In the past few years, stakeholders in the transportation industry have been concerned 
with sustainability. However, transportation decision makers have had difficulty 
incorporating sustainability into transportation infrastructure decisions. This is mainly 
attributed to the vagueness of the term. Incorporating sustainability into transportation 
decision making has been a desire put forth by engineers for that past 10 years. 
However, with no apparent method of defining sustainability, designers and decision 
makers have not been able to fulfill this desire.  
This investigation attempts to define sustainability in a comprehensive and quantitative 
manner. The research proposes a new methodology that relies on the objective 
quantification of the elements of quality of life and extrapolates this methodology to 
address the impact on future generations and obtain a definition for sustainable 
development. The approach herein aims to avoid subjective weighting through realizing 
a common denominator for high level decisions. The common denominators are time 





decision. The proposed approach uses these basic units, along with sustainability 
definitions, to build a methodological framework that can be used to reduce complex 
problems to two dimensional problems. 
Based on the developed methodology, a decision support framework was developed in 
order to perform the necessary operations for sustainability quantification. This 
research illustrates the utilization of the Dynamic Index for National and Regional 
Advancement Proposition framework in quantifying sustainable development. A system 
dynamics model composed of three main high level engines is used to assist in the 
calculation; an economic, an environmental and a social engine. A traffic simulation 
model and a land use model were also developed adding a micro level for the original 
model. Both model levels can operate independently as a result of the stable 
intermediate forms concept that was employed during the model development 
The individual output of each of these engines is investigated using real data. The work 
introduces a case study with two transportation alternatives are compared using the 
Dynamic Index Proposition and a traditional Multi Criteria Decision Making approach. 
Furthermore, a hypothetical example is introduced and solved using the system 














In recent years most sustainable development initiatives have focused on buildings; a 
great deal of literature can be found dealing with ‘green’ buildings. Rating systems such 
as the Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED), prepared by the United 
States Green Building Council (USGBC), have become popular topics among civil 
engineering consultants and practitioners. While the sustainability aspects of buildings 
are very important, buildings constitute less than 20 percent of construction 
expenditure in developed countries such as the US (Chantrill, 2011), and less than 10 
percent in countries seeking to improve their international competitiveness such as 
China for example (Shik, et al., 2009). The majority of the construction budget of those 
countries is devoted to transportation facilities and water management, which are 
considered the main components of urban infrastructure (World Bank, 1994). 
With the enormous budgets being allocated to for transportation projects, it would be 
expected that sustainability rating systems and decision support tools will be geared 
towards transportation projects. However the truth of the matter is that building 
sustainability decision tools are readily available while transportation infrastructure 





that compare infrastructure (specifically transportation infrastructure) projects based 
on their contribution to sustainable development is a problem facing most states. By 
2010, only 40 percent of Departments of Transportation (DOT) in the US have 
incorporated some elements of sustainability into their mission statements (Pei, et al., 
2010). The majority of DOT are yet to explore the idea of sustainability.  
1.2 Problem Statement 
The need for a sustainability framework, the lack of a comprehensive decision 
methodology addressing the sustainability of transportation projects, the importance of 
the transportation sector in most states, and the commitment of many states to 
sustainable development, asserts a need for a decision support methodology capable of 
assessing the impact of transportation projects on the sustainable development of a 
given region. This decision support methodology will advance the understanding of 
transportation impacts and help civil engineers and government officials in selecting 
transportation projects that best contribute to a region’s sustainable development. 
1.3 Research Objectives 
The main objective of this research is to develop a detailed methodology that is capable 
of objectively quantifying the contribution of a given transportation project on the 
sustainable development of a region. In order for this research to fulfill overall objective, 
three sub objectives needed to be performed. First, develop a framework for an overall 
sustainability indicator that can aggregate transportation impacts and enable an 
objective comparison between transportation projects based on their contribution to 





transportation impact and test this methodology using a sample of different 
transportation impacts. Third, develop a simulation framework that is capable of 
describing the complexity of the transportation system and predicting future impacts of 
transportation projects on the sustainable development of a given region.  
Challenges that should be overcome to produce a robust and useful model have been 
identified. A few of those challenges include: the complexity of the interactions 
between transportation systems and other economic, social, and environmental 
systems; the difficulty of quantifying the impacts that are affected by multiple 
transportation sustainability indicators; and the inherent subjectivity of the decision 
making process. The above objectives and associated challenges raise a number of 
important research questions. The following is an account of these questions and the 
expected outcomes of answering them. 
Objective I: Devise a sustainability framework that enables the comparison of different 
transportation projects by aggregating the impacts of a given transportation system into 
a single indicator. 
Research Questions: How can different impacts be combined into a single indicator? 
How can subjectivity be removed from the method used to combine transportation 
system impacts? What are the characteristics of a good rating system? 
Outcomes: The outcome of this process is to deliver a framework that is capable of 
objectively comparing transportation projects in terms of their contribution to the 





Objective II: Create a detailed methodology that can be used to quantify any 
transportation impact and test this methodology using a sample of different 
transportation impacts. 
Research Questions: What is the current state of practice when multiple criteria are 
incorporated in the decision making process? How are different criteria of impacts 
quantified objectively? What are the typical transportation impacts that need to be 
addressed? How are these impacts measured or monitored? 
Outcomes: Answering these questions leads to the formulation of a framework capable 
of transforming typical transportation impacts into quantifiable values through objective 
measures of effectiveness. 
Phase III: Develop a simulation framework that is capable of describing the complexity 
of the transportation system and predicting the change in the proposed indicators with 
time. 
Research Questions: What type of models should be used to predict the impact of 
transportation projects? What are the important variables to be incorporated in the 
models? Who are the main stakeholders affected by the implementation of 
transportation projects and policies? What is the optimum design of agents 
representing the main stakeholders? What are the main behavioral patterns of these 
agents? How do the different model components interact and how do they impact the 





Outcomes: Answering these questions will ultimately produce a simulation framework 
that forecasts the impact of transportation decisions on the overall sustainable 
development of a given region. 
1.4 Research Significance 
The proposed research creates a number of original transformative advancements to 
the state of the art in the area of decision making in sustainable transportation systems. 
The following are some of the original advancements proposed in this project: 
• Introducing a quantitative and comprehensive method to calculate sustainability 
of a given project. 
• Devising a transportation sustainability framework that reduces all the impacts 
of a transportation project into a single value, thus enabling the comparison of 
multiple transportation projects. The developed framework will use new 
methods for combining these impacts while accounting for situations where 
sustainability indicators have multiple impacts. The system will also attempt to 
reduce the subjectivity of the data collected. 
• Developing a simulation framework built with intelligent agents to account for 
the complexity of the transportation system. Agents will be allowed to evolve 
and generations of agents will be created to protect the interest of future 
residents. The simulation framework will have the objective of forecasting the 
impacts of the transportation system over its lifecycle, and estimate the value of 





1.4.1 Contribution to Practitioners 
This research provides advanced knowledge and decision support capabilities to assist 
government officials and engineers in making challenging decisions in the transportation 
sector. The methodologies presented in this framework are going to enable states to 
sustainably develop build world-class transportation infrastructure systems. This 
research proposes advanced modeling capabilities that address the complexity of 
interactions between transportation systems and a region’s economic, social, and 
environmental characteristics. Such capabilities will help officials set up a practical road 
map for the region’s future from a transportation perspective. Research beyond this 
proposal will extend the proposed modeling capabilities to other infrastructure projects. 
1.5 Research Methodology 
In order to achieve the aforementioned objectives the proposed research will follow a 
five step methodology which is illustrated in Figure  1.1. The steps of the methodology 






Figure  1.1 Research Methodology 
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1.5.1 Task 1 Literature Review 
In this task sustainability will be defined from previous notions on the matter. This 
expected to yield a theoretical definition of sustainability. This task will also focus on 
identifying the current state of the art in research that quantifies the impact of 
transportation systems on sustainable development. A literature search will be 
conducted to look at previous efforts that have identified the impacts of transportation 
in different regions of the world. The outcome of this task is a candidate list of 
evaluation measures and the corresponding economic, social, and ecological factors 
that necessitate their use. This step involves rigorously assessing sustainability practices 
performed by other countries. Experience in transportation sustainability in the US, EU 
and Asia will be studied. This will include looking at rating systems, sustainability 
frameworks, decision tools, policies and initiatives, on both the project level and 
regional level. The literature search will also help in determining the important 
characteristics which are needed in a comprehensive framework which deals with 
sustainability. 
The framework is expected to have multiple components. Some of these components 
maybe adopted from existing literature, others will need to be developed. By looking at 
other frameworks used in transportation decision making, necessary components can 
be identified, and the research initiative herein can focus on the components that need 
to be developed. Literature review will also be performed to identify modeling 





1.5.2 Task 2 Building an Abstract Framework 
Using the theoretical definition established in the previous task, a procedural definition 
will be proposed. This definition should provide guidance in building the framework in a 
way that provides a quantifiable result.  
Based on the literature review and the procedural definition an abstract framework can 
be produced. The objective of the framework will be to compare different 
transportation projects based on their contribution towards sustainable development.  
1.5.3 Task 3 Quantifying Impacts 
In order to compare the impacts/contributions of different transportation systems on 
the sustainable development of a region, all types of impacts, namely, economic, 
environmental and social, should be reduced into their monetary value. This will allow 
for an objective comparison. 
Many impacts cannot be easily monetized. Consider for example a typical 
environmental indicator such as air quality, simple to measure but difficult to monetize. 
However, the effect of poor air quality on human beings may be more direct and can 
gear itself to being monetized. This can be done by looking at the moneys needed to 
treat different diseases caused by poor air quality. Thus the health impact of air quality 
is easier to convert to money than air quality itself. 
Once basic impacts are created, the next step is to assign money values to them. A 
major challenge in this task is avoiding subjectivity. For a decision support methodology 
to be robust it needs to be based on fundamentals, not opinions. Although opinions are 





when developing other aspects of the decision framework. Also, since the concept of 
sustainable development attempts to satisfy future needs, it does not seem fair to place 
the decision in the hands of the present population. Using objective methods will avoid 
relying on the population’s present state of mind. The sustainability indicator can be 
then calculated by accumulating the cost of the social, environmental and economic 
aspects of the life of residents.  
1.5.4 Task 4 Conceptually Applying the Framework 
The framework can be viewed as a tool that can be used on any number of inputs. The 
framework cannot guarantee a comprehensive solution. In this task the framework is 
applied on a number of indicators, as an illustrative example. These indicators were 
determined through interviews with transportation experts from different backgrounds. 
1.5.5 Task 5 Building the Simulation model 
A simulation model based on concepts from System Dynamics was developed to test the 
practicality of the framework and conceptual quantifying methodology. Simulation 
models are capable of handling and describing very complex systems. Limitations of any 
simulation model in describing reality are typically due to improper account for 
pertinent aspects of the phenomenon being modeled. For this reason significant 
amount of time was spent on creating and refining the model components.  This task 
will be performed through three sub-tasks. 
1. Defining Model components; first, the model’s variables are be defined. Model 
variables are descriptors that the model keeps calculating or forecasting during 





created and used to calculate changes in model variables. These modules 
interact and affect each other. Finally, an aggregation module is used to 
calculate the Dynamic Index for National and Regional Advancement (DI). 
2. Creating High level Modules; these modules are created to perform DI necessary 
calculations. Six high level modules (macro-level) were created; Population 
Growth, Traffic Analysis, Economic, Environmental, Social and DI. The modules 
interact horizontally and vertically, i.e. they are impacted by each other and 
these impacts are then aggregated to produce results. The high level modules 
use data supplied by the micro modules, created in the next step, but they can 
also act as a standalone model. This is part of the stable intermediate form logic 
being applied in the model development. Conceptually the Population Growth 
and Traffic Analysis modules can be viewed as primary modules, while Economic, 
Environmental and Social modules are secondary modules which use the data 
provided from the primary modules to produce results. Consequently, the DI 
calculation module is a tertiary module that uses results from secondary 
modules.  
3. Adding Micro Modules; these modules were added to complement the high level 
modules. The high level modules, which are based on concepts of system dynamics, 
do not deal with heterogeneity easily. Heterogeneity is manifested in transportation 
problems in different types of modes, users and regions. Four micro modules were 
added to handle heterogeneity; Traffic Simulation, Traffic Assignment, Bid-Rent, and 





compared to high level modules. The micro modules use various agents to 
determine the required data.  
1.6 Dissertation Organization 
The organization of this dissertation and its relation to the main research tasks is as 
follows: 
Chapter 2 presents a preliminary literature review that investigates (1) the latest 
research efforts in dealing with sustainability in the domain of transportation; and (2) 
advanced modeling and forecasting techniques, mainly Agent Based Modeling (ABM). 
Chapter 3 introduces a new approach to defining sustainability and provides a 
framework that will be used to quantify different aspects of sustainability. Chapter 3 
also describes the efforts in relation to applying the framework towards transportation 
problems.  
Chapters 4 and 5 describe the various components of the models developed in this 
research initiative. Chapter 4 deals with the high level modules which are based on 
concepts from System Dynamics and their validation. Chapter 5 describes the micro 
modules which utilized Agent Based modeling. 
Chapter 6 describes the applications and results of the model developed herein. 














The present research was motivated by the lack of an objective methodology to 
compare and evaluate different transportation projects from a sustainability perspective. 
This gap creates a need to devise ways, methodologies, and tools to equitably, 
economically, and rapidly compare different transportation projects. Consequently, the 
focus of this chapter is to create a solid point of departure for the current research 
through providing extensive background information about previous research in the 
transportation sustainability area, while focusing on the use of Agent Based Modeling 
(ABM) for the developments of prediction models.  
This chapter will present in some detail the studies collected and reviewed. These data 
and studies will serve as the foundation for the proposed research design and methods. 
Hence, this chapter will: (1) explain some previous studies that have been conducted in 
the area of transportation sustainability; (2) discuss indicators used to describe 
transportation impacts on different aspects of sustainable development and (3) explain 





2.2 Evaluation of Current Sustainability Initiatives 
2.2.1 Defining Sustainability 
An essential pillar for the process of creating a decision support methodology that 
compares projects with respect to their contribution to sustainable development is a 
proper definition of the concept of sustainability. The term has been introduced in 
modern literature by the United Nations (UN) in 1983; when its general assembly 
suggested the creation of a special committee “to propose long-term environmental 
strategies for achieving sustainable development to the year 2000 and beyond” (United 
Nations, 1983). This committee was later referred to as the Brundtland Commission and 
it produced the most widely accepted definition of sustainability to date; "sustainable 
development is development that meets the needs of the present without 
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs" (United 
Nations, 1987). While this definition is accurate and comprehensive, it is only descriptive 
in nature. Since then academics, professionals and government officials have tried to 
develop a procedural definition of the concept, a definition that can be used to quantify 
sustainability. An optimum measure of sustainable development has been the subject of 
international debate for the past two decades (United Nations Development 
Programme, 2009). More than seventy definitions have been proposed to describe 
sustainability since the Brundtland definition (Tryzyna, 1995). What is common in most 
definitions of sustainability is that they revolve around three main aspects; the economy, 
the environment and society (Nichols, et al., 2009) (California Department of 





2002) (Litman, 1999). These aspects are commonly called the triple bottom line (Pei, et 
al., 2010). 
Based on the literature review, this research proposes that the following definition be 
used as a starting point for this research; sustainability is simply the continuation of the 
human race through economic prosperity, environmental preservation and social equity 
which are attained without negatively affecting future generations. This definition is by 
no means intended to undermine other worthy definitions of the concept of 
sustainability, but is offered to create motivation and focus for the proposed research 
design and methods. Therefore, this definition will be subject to constant assessment 
and review. 
2.2.2 Evaluation of Current Frameworks and Rating Systems 
In applied approaches to evaluating the concept of sustainability, US departments of 
transportation are developing several models to incorporate sustainability in decision 
making. Three US departments of transportations have produced rating schemes with 
the LEED rating architecture in mind. New York DOT developed the Green Leadership in 
Transportation and Environmental Sustainability rating system (GreenLITES) (New York 
Department of Transportation, 2010). Washington State DOT produced the Greenroads 
manual (University of Washington, 2011). The City of Portland, Oregon DOT published 
the first version of Sustainable Transportation Access Rating System (STARS) (Portland 
Department of Transportation, 2011). The Federal Highway Administration recently 
launched a pilot version of Infrastructure Voluntary Evaluation Sustainability Tool 





initiative. INVEST then provides a total score to a given project (FHWA, 2011). Table  2.1 






Table  2.1 Comparison between Transportation Project Rating Systems 
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Table  2.1 Continued 
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The common limitation in these initiatives is that they all focus on project characteristics 
and do not address the impact of these projects on the city or region. Also the ratings 
are based on credits and scores that do not necessarily reflect their associated benefits. 
Despite this limitation, these rating systems are very useful in educating transportation 
engineers about available techniques for enhancing project sustainability. Therefore, 
these rating systems could be viewed as recommendation manuals, providing innovative 
and sustainable solutions to traditional problems. These systems act as a practical tool 
to increase the engineering community’s awareness on the issues related to sustainable 
development. 
Many European countries have also demonstrated a lot of dedication in enhancing the 
sustainability of their transportation systems. Countries such as Sweden, Germany, 
Holland and Scotland have developed and implemented strategies for sustainable 





are not comprehensive and do not attempt to quantify the impacts of transportation 
projects or provide decision support capabilities. Rather they are simply ‘green’ 
initiatives, such as connecting bicycle facilities to rail in Germany or using recycled 
materials in Scottish roads (Deakin, 2002). 
One of the ongoing attempts to evaluate the impacts of transportation projects on 
sustainability is the Production, Exchange, and Consumption Model (PECAS) being 
developed by the California Department of Transportation (Caltrans) (Johnston, 2008). 
The developers of PECAS state that it will combine random utility theory and general 
equilibrium economics, and will attempt to aggregate various aspects of sustainability 
into a single value called genuine wealth. However PECAS does not address social, 
cultural or ecological issues which are very important subjects. 
Another attempt to evaluate the impacts of transportation systems on sustainability 
was undertaken by the European Union (EU) that proposed a set of 60 indicators 
dedicated to sustainability in the transportation sector (Commission of The European 
Communties, 2001). The EU is currently developing the final indicator set (Tolón-Becerra, 
et al., 2010). The European Environmental Agency (EEA) also developed the Transport 
and Environment Reporting Mechanism (TERM) with 40 indicators geared towards 
sustainable development in the transportation industry (Tolón-Becerra, et al., 2010). 
Neither EEA nor the EU proposed how to combine these indicators or how to use them 
to compare future projects. The purpose of the EU and EEA indicator sets is to enable 





difference in purpose, the EU and EEA indicator sets could serve as a starting point for 
developing a set of transportation sustainability indicators for a given region. 
2.3 Transportation Sustainability Indicators  
Indicators and performance measures are the foundation of any decision making 
process. A decision support methodology based on poorly construed indicators cannot 
provide sound analyses for decision makers. According to Littman (2007), indicators 
should be comprehensive, easy to understand, transparent, quantifiable and cost 
effective to produce. Thus it is important to choose indicators that are readily available 
and that can continuously be monitored.  
Table  2.2 provides an example of indicators used by various agencies to describe the 
impacts of transportation projects, on the economy, environment and society. The table 







Table  2.2 Examples of Popular Transportation Sustainability Indicators 
Recommended 
Indicators 




GDP Economic Difficult to use on small 
projects 
Yes 




Economic  Difficult to quantify impacts 
of small projects 
Can be 
estimated 
Life Cycle Cost 
Analysis 
Economic Medium Difficulty Yes 
Travel Time and 
Reliability 
Economic/ Social Medium difficulty Can be 
estimated 
Congestion Costs Economic/ Social Simple Yes 
Energy 
Consumption 
Environmental Simple Yes 
Air Quality Environmental Simple Yes 
Habitat 
Preservation 









Heat Island Effect Environmental Difficult. Too many factors 
involved 
No 
Accidents Social/ Economic Simple Yes 
Affordability Social/ Economic Simple Yes 




Social Difficult No 
 
2.4 Agent Based Modeling 
In order to capture the complexity of the transportation system and interactions with 
other systems, the use of Agent Based Modeling was investigated. ABM is concerned 





and also act to change that environment according to some kind of pre-set goals (Vlassis, 
2003). In ABM, social interaction is the mechanism for coordinating these various agents, 
in order to achieve a useful outcome at the system level. This stands in contrast to 
earlier classical research in Artificial Intelligence (AI) where intelligence is attributed to 
the abilities and outcomes of the single unified system without consideration of social 
aspects (Rojas, et al., 2006). Thus, in ABM the individual components are viewed in the 
context of their relationship to the other parts of the system, and intelligence is best 
viewed in terms of the macro-level behavior of the system (Vlassis, 2003). 
The term agent was first proposed at MIT in the 1950s (Anumba, et al., 2005). An agent 
is some entity that acts on behalf of another agent or entity (Jiang, et al., 2007). In AI 
terms, an agent is autonomous program acting independently but on behalf of another 
agent or possibly a human user (Vlassis, 2003). There is no precise and universally 
accepted definition of an agent. Some claim that to be an agent, the software must have 
some kind of intelligence (Fenves, et al., 1994). At the minimal intelligence requirement, 
it can be quite difficult to distinguish between an agent-oriented program and an 
objected-oriented program. 
Agents can be reactive, reacting to stimuli or changes in their environment, or proactive, 
creating change as the result of actions taken in the pursuit of some goal (Vlassis, 2003). 
Intelligent agents will have a goal that they seek to accomplish through planning (Jiang, 
et al., 2007). Accordingly, an effective agent-based system will have a plan embedded 
within an algorithm and agents need only carry out the computations necessary to 





reasoning, agents in the system are not intelligent in the sense of being able to plan, 
react to changes of environment, or to perform actions based on inferences (Ren, et al., 
2003).  Instead, these intelligent agents perform their tasks based on their beliefs. These 
agents are known as belief intention desires (BID) and are designed to work in 
environments where there is no guarantee of full information (Oliveira, et al., 1997). The 
environment of agents is described through an ontology, which describes the objects 
and relationships between objects in that environment (Vlassis, 2003). This description 
of the agent environment is very important because agents usually do not work in 
isolation, but combine to form Multi-Agent Systems (MAS).  
The general goal of MAS is to create systems that interconnect separately developed 
agents and thus enable the ensemble to function beyond the abilities of any singular 
agent in the set-up. Accordingly, if a problem domain is particularly complex, large, or 
dynamic (such as the transportation industry) then the only way it can be reasonably 
addressed is to develop agents that specialize in solving certain problems (Jiang, et al., 
2007). This decomposition allows each agent to use its best knowledge for solving such 
a problem. Thus, when independent problems arise, the agents need to coordinate and 
collaborate to ensure that the interdependencies are properly managed. This can be 
attained through communication, coordination, and learning.  
Agents can communicate in MAS in two basic ways, directly and indirectly. In direct 
communication, messages are sent over a network and can include broadcast and 
multicast messages as well as peer-to-peer communications. An example of Indirect 





The organization of agent systems follows those of non-agent distributed systems. 
Researchers in fields of organizational theory, economics, and anthropology have 
studied the topic of agent coordination. Typical ways of coordinating agents include: (1) 
organizational structure; (2) contract net protocols (CNP); (3) multi-agent planning, and 
(4) peer-to-peer negotiation (Anumba, et al., 2005). When working with MAS, it is hard 
to predict or foresee all of the potential situations an agent might encounter in such 
open, complex, and dynamic environments. Accordingly, there has been considerable 
research in the area of learning for MAS. The major elements for agent learning are 
expectations, feedback and evaluation criteria. The most famous methods for learning 
are: (1) reactive-reinforcement learning whether deterministic or stochastic; (2) belief-
based learning; (3) anticipatory learning such as Q-learning; (4) evolutionary learning 
such as genetic algorithms; and (5) connectionist learning such as neural networks 
(Anumba, et al., 2005).  
In general and pursuant to Ren et al. (2001), Vlassis (2003), and Jiang et al. (2007), using 
MAS provides: (1) speed and efficiency due to asynchronous and parallel computation; 
(2) robustness and reliability in the sense that the whole system can undergo a “graceful 
degradation” when one or more agents fail; (3) scalability and flexibility since it is easy 
to add new agents to the system; and (4) development and reusability, since it is easier 
to develop and maintain a modular software than a monolithic one. Therefore, using 
MAS in the transportation industry offers; 1) Effective decomposition of large-scale 
problems; 2) Improved collaborative and concurrent working; and 3) An easier, more 











Expenditure on transportation and water infrastructure constitutes over 80 percent of 
the US construction budget (Chantrill, 2011) and over 90 percent of the Chinese 
construction budget (Shik, et al., 2009). The impacts of transportation infrastructure are 
broad and affect multiple future generations. Decisions by the Eisenhower 
administration in 1950s have impacted the lives of millions of Americans living today. It 
is clear that decision making in infrastructure projects is very important due to its 
associated cost and its broad and intergenerational impacts 
Transportation projects are mainly government funded. Different government agencies 
have introduced different methodologies to choose between different transportation 
solutions. According to Ramani, et al., (2010), “the ultimate aim of implementing a 
decision-making process is to allow the evaluation of alternatives on a common basis 
and enable sound decisions regarding future courses of action”. A common approach to 
address transportation decisions is a Multi Criteria decision-making (MCDM) approach 
(Ramani, et al., 2010).  MCDM involves weighting techniques as part of data preparation 






1. Equal Weights 
As the name suggests, this technique simply suggest applying the same weight 
for all categories. This could be useful when it cannot be justified to give a 
category more weight than another. In triple bottom line analysis, economic, 
social and environmental aspects can be given equal weights as general 
categories. 
2. Direct Weighting 
In this technique each criterion is assigns a numerical value as a weight directly. 
This can be performed by point allocation, where an arbitrary number of points 
(example 100) is distributed among different categories / performance measures. 
For more information please see (Dodgson, et al., 2001)  
3. Derived Weights 
This technique is typically performed by administering a survey asking respondents 
to rank (or assign a value to) alternatives given a set of factors. Then a regression 
analysis is performed to discover how the factors affect the decision of respondents. 
Thus the factors are assigned weights indirectly.  
4. Delphi Technique 
The Dephi technique is a group decision making technique, in which individual 
expert respondents are given multiple chances to change their score based on 
information regarding the scores of their peers. (Dalkey, et al., 1963). This technique 
works best when experts are from the same background and seeking average 





contains environmental agencies and for profit agencies. The value will only be an 
average of two polarized groups (Sinha, et al., 2007). 
5. Gamble Method 
This technique assigns weight by requiring correspondents to select a value for their 
preference under complete certainty against when it is uncertain. This method is 
very useful to obtain relative weights; however it may be difficult to comprehend by 
respondents (Sinha, et al., 2007). 
6. Pair-wise Comparison through AHP 
Weighting in this method involves requesting a respondent to compare factors, two 
at a time, instead of assigning values to any of them. This is typically performed by 
using an Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) approach.  For more information on 
using AHP in pairwise weighting see (Saaty, 1977) 
7. Value Swinging 
This technique involves considering a worst case scenario for all factors. Then rank 
the factors according to which one is most important to be at its best value first. For 
more information please see (Goicoechea, et al., 1982) 
It is clear that using any of these techniques will entail a great deal of subjectivity. While 
this may be acceptable, it is preferred that decisions are as objective as possible. 
Modern transportation agencies must be able to justify their decisions to avoid any 





3.2 Overview of the Dynamic Index Proposition 
The Dynamic Index Proposition (DIP) is a perspective for viewing MCDM problems that 
allows their reduction to two dimensional problems. It is an alternative to traditional 
weighting techniques utilized in MCDM problems. DIP assumes the problem solver is the 
governing body in a given area. The problem can be at any scale; district, city, state or 
country level. DIP is inspired by the doctrine of utilitarianism as illustrated by John 
Stuart Mill (Mills, 1879). In his book “Utilitarianism”, Mills saw that society should aim to 
maximize the total utility of individuals, aiming for "the greatest happiness for the 
greatest number of people". DIP is also inspired by works of Jeremy Bentham (Bentham, 
1776) (Bentham, 1789) and other works by John Stuart Mill (Mill, 1869) (Mill, 1898) (Mill, 
1848). The following is a narrative of the formulation of DIP. 
3.3 Identifying Happiness as an Overarching Objective Function 
Many economists, social scientists and philosophers have investigated the objective of 
governing bodies (Bentham, 1776) (Tobin, 1964) (Laffont, 1991) (Kaldor, 1971). What is 
the objective of government? Or more significantly what should the objective of 
government be? It seems a trivial question at first. However, there have been many 
different answers. The answers ranged from being very broad such as enhancing quality 
of life (Evans, 1994) (Lane, 1994) or securing the future of younger generations (Seyfang, 
et al., 2007), to much more specific such as maintaining a low inflation rate (Cukierman, 
et al., 1986). In the discussion herein, the following objective, put forth by Jeremy 
Bentham (1789) , is used as a general reference. 





Bentham (1789) further adds that “the greatest happiness of the greatest number” is a 
goal that should be sought. If an objective function was to be formulated based on this 
statement, it may look like this; 
 
	 ; 	 	 ; 	
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For more details on using happiness as an objective for governments and a measure of 
their success refer to; The Economics of Happiness: Building Genuine Wealth (Anielski, 
2007). 
3.4 Investigating the Sources of Happiness 
The definition of happiness is beyond the scope of this discussion. Whatever happiness 
is, it seems to be attained through some actions or as a byproduct of an activity (Ac) 
(Frankl, 1985). John Stuart Mill (1879) classifies these activities/pleasures to lower and 
higher pleasures; lower being basic or hedonic, such as enjoying food and higher being 
more intellectually rewarding such as reading , appreciating art or meditating. 
The intensity of the pleasure, and thus the happiness resulting from it, is dependent on 
the activity and the person experiencing the pleasure (Bentham, 1789). Some people 
will enjoy food more than others. Others may enjoy listening to music more than 
reading, and so forth. In conclusion it can be said that for a given activity and a given 





work of Bentham (1789) on felicific calculus, the value of happiness is assumed to be 
practically unquantifiable. This is based on the subjective nature of happiness (Kim-
Prieto, et al., 2005). Thus it is impractical to use it as an objective. However, it may be 
sufficient to increase the probability that people become happier. The previous 
objective function can be rewritten as follows. 
 
Investigating Human Activities  
As mentioned earlier different activities have different corresponding happiness 
intensities associated with them (Bentham, 1789).  The author is not claiming that 
human activities are pursued to attain happiness. Some activities are performed for 
other motives, such as necessity (refer to Humes A Treatise of Human Nature 
(1739/1978) Section VIII: Of Liberty and Necessity). For example, human beings have to 
sleep or undergo treatment when sick. Human beings will continue to perform these 
activities; regardless of the happiness value they may provide. Furthermore, some 
human activities can have a negative happiness value (Bentham, 1789). Regardless of 
the degree of happiness obtained from certain activities, different activities may have 
different requirements to be performed. The author proposes that 4 conditions be met 
in order for an activity to be performed: 
1. Resources (rj). Every activity requires certain resources to be fulfilled. For 
example, if riding a recreational travel is the activity in question then one must 





pursue this activity. There must also be a road and recreational destination 
nearby. All these are part of the resource condition that needs to be fulfilled 
before this activity can be completed. Generally speaking this condition refers to 
money.   
2. Time (tj). Every activity is completed in a given duration. There can also be waste 
time (tjw) associated with the activity. For example if spending a day on the 
beach is the activity of interest, the time it takes to reach the beach would be 
considered waste time. 
3. Ability (aj) or difficulty. Every activity requires a certain degree of physical or 
mental ability to be performed. For example, rock climbing might be a great 
activity, but not many people may have the physical ability to pursue it. Ability 
restrictions could be nonphysical. If reading is the activity in question one must 
be able to read in order to enjoy it. 
4. Will (wij). Even if all the past requirements are for fulfilled a person must be 
willing to pursue a given activity, for him/her to reap the happiness associated 
with it.  
As the case of activities, every person has a finite amount of Resources (ri) and time (ti) 
to spend on the activities that fit the person’s ability (ai). Any given person must also 
have the will (wij) to pursue the activity of interest. The possession or absence of the will 
is manifested in the person’s choice to perform certain activities and not perform others.  
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3.5 Investigating Practical Objectives 
Since DIP is intended for governments, it is important to realize what can be done in 
practice in order to ‘promote happiness in society’. Provided that the promotion of 
happiness is indeed one of a given governments objectives. In the previous points, it has 
been presumed that will, resources, time and ability are the elements needed to 
perform any activity. According to the UN (1948) Universal Declaration of Human Rights, 
no person should be forced to perform an activity against his will. Thus for the time 
being it is assumed that governments have no control over a person’s will. However, 
governments can intervene in the resource and time elements, in addition to indirectly 
impacting ability. Governments can provide individuals with money directly or indirectly; 
directly through donations or indirectly through increasing minimum wage.  The US 





were provided tax reliefs (KPMG, 2013). The objective of maximizing resources for 
individual can be formulated as follows: 
	 	 
This equation allows the increase of resources to be biased towards certain people and 
still attain the desired value. This bias will be discussed and corrected in the following 
section. 
Governments can also decrease or subsidize the resources of activities that are 
considered to be essential to most people. By decreasing the cost of certain activities, 
more individuals will be able to pursue them. This approach has been adopted by many 
developing countries when handling fuel prices (IER, 2013). The objective of minimizing 
the cost or resources required for certain activities can be written as follows: 
	 
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	  
This equation could be biased towards people that perform certain activities. This bias 
will be discussed and corrected in the following section. 
It is important to note that if there are activities that are being performed or have to be 
performed by all people, regardless of the happiness they provide, then some of an 
individual’s resources are already committed and cannot be used in other activities. This 
prior commitment of resources or money has been defined by economists when 





after subtracting taxes and typical expenses; such as food, shelter and clothing (Linden, 
et al., 1988).  
If the goal of the government is to increase all people’s income as well as decrease their 
typical expense, then the government seeks to increase all people’s DsI by the same 
amount. The objective function can be written as: 
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Governments can also try to increase the total available time to an individual by 
increasing the individual’s life span. Many governments already do that by providing 
health care services (canadian-healthcare.org, 2007) and encouraging better life habits, 
such as restricting smoking (BeTobaccoFree.gov, 2013). Governments can attempt to 
decrease the amount of time spent on certain activities performed by individuals, either 
directly or indirectly. Directly through decreasing working hours, a policy that has been 
adopted by the Netherlands during the 1980s and resulted in the highest overall labor 
productivity in Europe at the time (Crossman, 2012).Or indirectly through decreasing 
waste time associated with certain activities, such as travel times. These specific 








It is worth noting that the duration of many activities cannot be changed without 
changing the value of happiness associated with it, as discussed earlier. Thus, to avoid 
decreasing the overall happiness value, change in activity duration should be restricted 
to activities that are not motivated by seeking happiness, most likely necessary activities. 
If the government seeks to decrease the time required by activities performed by all 
people, without affecting the happiness attained from them, thus increasing the free 
time (tf) of individuals. Free time can be considered the equivalent of DsI in time units. 
Practically free time is the time available to an individual free of obligations. For 
example time at work or time supervising an infant cannot be considered free time. An 
individual is not free to perform any activity during these times. The government’s 








Governments can also attempt to increase a person’s ability. As mentioned earlier in 
this discussion, ability is an intrinsic quality of an individual. Governments generally 
attempt to increase people’s ability by proposing or facilitating activities that are aimed 
to keep people in a healthy state (Edwards, et al., 2006). If there is a way for a 
government to increase an individual’s ability, it will be through another activity that 
requires the 4 elements. In which case the person’s current ability will again be 
observed as either high enough to pursue this activity or not. Thus this loop regarding 
governments’ intervention in increasing abilities will always end with putting forth 
activities that are within the person’s current ability. Thus, the practical solution from a 
government perspective would be to target the resources and time elements once more. 
3.6 Introducing Equity 
According to Litmann (2007), “Equity refers to the distribution of impacts (benefits and 
costs) and whether that distribution is considered fair and appropriate.” In practice 
Sinha and Labi ( (2007) suggest that considering equity in decision making is to avoid the 
bearing of a disproportionate share of adverse impacts by a minority group or low-
income population or given districts. Many agencies have explicitly introduced the 
concept of equality, equity and antidiscrimination over the past years as part of their 
policy (US EEOC, 1991) (EU, 2000) (EU, 2010). Federal legislation including civil rights act 
of 1964 and the Americans with disabilities act have led to the increased importance in 
equity considerations in transportation projects (Sinha, et al., 2007). The Federal 
Highway Administration (FHWA) introduced the Transportation Equity Act (TEA) of 1998 





Users (SAFETEA-LU) of 1991 and 2005, to address equity issues (FHWA, 2005) (FHWA, 
2011). Sinha and Labi (2007) classify equity issues into social and geographic. 
It is obvious that the specific objectives mentioned earlier can be biased. That is to say 
they may be used in such a manner that can be deemed “inequitable”.  Consider 
maximizing the total resources of individuals. One can simply give all the money to a 
single person and still satisfy this objective. The practical solution to this issue is beyond 
the scope of this work. However from a mathematical perspective, if one wishes to 
constrain the previous objectives with an equity rule; the constraint may appear as 
follows; 
1,∀	 , 	 ∈  
1, ∀	 , 	 ∈  
3.7 Defining the Dynamic Index (DI) 
In order to simplify the objective function, the time terms can be converted into money 
terms; using a value for time	 . Economists and transportation planners have used a 
number methods to calculate the value of time, these include; exchange plots (Hensher, 
1977), wage rate method (Forkenbrock, et al., 2001), revealed and stated preference, 
utility theory and logit models (FHWA, 2002) (Sinha, et al., 2007). For the purposes of 
this work, it is assumed the resource or money value of time is a constant	 . Hence DsI 






DsI and tf reflect an instantaneous value of money and time. A government may be 
interested in the increased DsI and tf for a certain period of time not just an instance. 
Also this entire formulation is only useful when at least two scenarios are being 
compared.  Based on the previous statements, the dynamic index (DI) is defined as 
follows; 
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A government may relax the equality rule to allow for a larger array of possible solutions. 
For example a relaxed equality rule can be as follows: 
0.8 	 1.2, ∀	 , 	 ∈ 	 
This function is illustrated graphically in  







Figure  3.1 Comparing Control and Alternate Scenarios in terms of Q 
 
The area under the curve represents the integration of Q over time for the control 
scenario (C) and the alternate scenario (L). It is clear that the alternate solution is better 
than the control. To check the equality rule the E is calculated for two individuals and 










Figure  3.2 Illustrating Equity in DIP 
If both areas highlighted in the figure are equal, then the equity rule is fulfilled.  
3.8 Other Constraints 
So far only the equity constraint has been discussed. Other constraints can be added 
depending on the government’s general policy. For example, it may be wise not to allow 
the Q curve to dip below a certain level, even if the overall result is optimum. Consider a 
situation where the available money and time of the population is heavily decreased to 
almost null, a war for instance, then suddenly increased, the exploitation of the 
defeated for example, versus an even distribution of available money and time over 
time. The overall areas maybe equal, but many people would not choose the first case 




















introduced which rejects solutions where the Q curve of a given alternative dips below a 
predefined Q min; this is formulated as follows: 
		, ∀	  
Another constraint could be the time interval.  Due to practical reasons the time 
intervals cannot be indefinite. The future is certainly difficult to predict even in the short 
term. When comparing two alternatives a certain period of time can be set in which 
they can be evaluated, beyond which their contributions become irrelevant. 
3.9 Other Issues 
3.9.1 Sustainable Development 
DIP can be used to handle many types of MCDM problems. However, the purpose of DIP 
is to handle large scale high level MCDM problems. DIP better serves problems with long 
term impacts, involving multiple generations, such as sustainable development 
alternatives. The reason is not any shortcoming in DIP but rather the more adapt nature 
of other techniques. Simple weighing methods are acceptable in setting up most MCDM 
problems (Wang, et al., 2009). However, due to the nature of long term problems, 
subjective weighing techniques are assumed, in this work, to be inappropriate to 
determining solutions for future generations. It may not be acceptable for one 
generation to decide on matters that concern another (Buchanan, 2009). DIP provides a 
reasonable objective decision making alternative appropriate for these decisions. For 
more details on intergenerational decision making please refer to “On the problem of 





3.9.2 Cost of Scenarios 
It is unclear up to this point how the proposition handles the cost of different 
government initiatives. It would be unfair to deduct the cost from individuals since taxes 
have already been deducted to get DsI. The authors recommend that project cost be 
added to the control scenario. This suggestion represents a situation where the money 
is given directly to the individual, a technique which, in practice, fared well when used in 
Africa (The Economist, 2013). This procedure levels the plain between the control 
scenario and the alternate scenario. 
3.9.3 Comparing Different Regions with Different Values of Money 
The money aspect in DIP should reflect currency; however money has different values in 
different regions. In such cases necessary conversions reflecting the true value of money 
should be applied. Many economists realize this distinction and attempt to use real 
value of money vs. nominal value of money (O'Donnell, 1987) (Eldar Shafir, 1997). Some 
economists suggest using the Big Mac analysis as a simple approach to comparing the 
real value of money across regions (Ashenfelter, et al., 2001) (Pakkol, et al., 2003). The 
purpose of the previous discussion is to highlight the existence of a problem. The 
solution to this issue is beyond the scope of this work.  
3.9.4 Children 
The money and time available for children are not addressed directly by the formulation 
herein. It is unclear what activities are available to children, since their choices are 
mostly controlled by their parents/guardians (Baumrind, 1966) (Teresa Graham Brett, 





making high level decisions (Moeller, 2002). Several researchers have faced this issue, 
mainly in the area of health sciences (Hoffmann, et al., 2004) (Hurley, et al., 2005). Their 
findings suggest placing more weight in children than in adults. 
For the time being children are considered individuals, their education is considered 
their restricted time, their resources are the services they receive from the government 
free of charge. Further resources can be granted by the parents/ guardians, but are 
beyond the scope of this discussion. 
3.9.5 Ecological Issues 
Many ecological issues are covered indirectly within this formulation. For example if the 
government were to reduce certain pollutant then the health of the population will be 
enhanced. This may lead to increased life spans, or a reduction in the total cost of the 
health services associated with diseases resulting from this pollutant. 
However some ecological issues may be more difficult to include. These are mainly 
issues that are difficult to link to impacts on human beings. An example is light pollution. 
Many environmental agencies acknowledge excess light that limits star gazing as light 
pollution (ACT, 2013). It may be possible to estimate the number of star gazers in a 
community, and then assume a value of happiness that they receive from this activity. 
However, this may underestimate the value of this activity, as well as violate a number 
of assumptions of this formulation; namely the assumption that happiness cannot be 
quantified. For the time being the cost of replacement will be used in situations when 
DIP fails to logically and reasonably assess the impact of a given action. So the cost of 





becomes suitable for star gazing. In past years the cost of replacement has been used to 
quantify ecological impacts (Farber, et al., 2002) (Farber, et al., 2006). 
3.9.6 Cultural issues 
Some cultural issues may be difficult to address using DIP. For example, altering an 
existing historical monument may not impact human activities directly. Similar to the 
discussion regarding ecological issues, the cost of relocation will be used in situations 
when DIP fails to logically and reasonably assess the impact of a given action. 
3.10 Summary of Formulation 
3.10.1 Premise 
Governments should aim an increasing the overall happiness of people. 
∑  
3.10.2 Assumptions 
Happiness cannot be quantified 
Happiness is the result of human activities:  
Human activities have an associated ability, time and resources: ∃	 , , :	∀	  
Activities require will to be performed.  
Every person has certain intrinsic abilities and a finite amount of resources (money) and 
time. 






As a proxy governments can increase the probability by which people can be happy 
through increasing their Discretionary Income (DsI) (income minus typical expenses) and 
increasing their free time (tfi). 
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If the government wishes to increase happiness for an interval of time using certain 
actions as an alternative to doing nothing, the final objective function is as follows: 
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3.10.4 Constraints 
The following are some proposed constraints 
Relaxed equity rule: 0.8 	 1.2, ∀	 , 	 ∈ ,	 





3.11 Application in Transportation Planning 
Decision making in transportation planning is an extremely difficult task (MRSC, 2012). 
This is because of the broad and long term impacts of any decision in the area of 
transportation infrastructure (OECD, 2002). The current decision techniques involve 
subjective weighting and/or expert panels, in addition to optimization techniques (refer 
to (Sinha, et al., 2007) for a review of standard decision techniques used in 
transportation decision making). 
The author demonstrates herein how DIP can be used to reduce different transportation 
criteria into basic units of time and money. This was performed on three stages.  
Stage 1 involved developing a conceptual methodology that can be used to convert 
most impacts into basic units of time and money. 
Stage 2 involved interviewing transportation engineers/planners from various 
backgrounds to determine the viability of DIP and the conceptual methodology. The 
interview was also used to determine important transportation impacts/indicators. 
These indicators will be used to demonstrate the application of DIP and are not meant 
as a comprehensive set. 
Stage 3 involved applying the conceptual framework on select transportation 
impacts/indicators. 
Many transportation impacts cannot be easily monetized (Slaper, et al., 2011). Consider 
for example a typical environmental indicator such as air quality, simple to measure but 
difficult to monetize (Weisbrod, et al., 2008). The effect of poor air quality on human 





caused by poor air quality are considered. Thus the health impact of air quality is easier 
to convert to money than air quality itself. 
The key to converting indicators into monetizable impacts is through relating them to 
human life (Epstein, et al., 2011). In this research, typical transportation system 
indicators will be converted into monetizable impact using a novel technique. The 
technique is to strip the indicators to what will be referred to as their basic impacts. 
Basic impacts are impacts that directly relate to human beings. These impacts stem from 
human needs. In the previous example, the basic impact was the impact on health.  
It is important to note that an indicator may have multiple impacts (Brunekreef, et al., 
2002). For example, an indicator such as traffic congestion has financial impacts 
(individuals pay more fuel costs), health impacts (causes stress) and social impacts 
(wasted time that could be spent with family) (Levy, et al., 2010). The following are 
some basic impacts that are expected to be handled within this investigation; (1) health 
impacts, which include diseases and any transportation related health issues such as 
hypertension; (2) financial impacts, which cover impacts on income and expenditure 
including government spending; (3) impacts on time (typically social impacts), which 
include general satisfaction, community cohesion and time available to family and 
friends; and (4) ecological and cultural impacts (impacts on the choices of future 
generations), which include preserving the natural ecology for future generations; for 
example impacts on flora and fauna, impacts on natural habitats, and impacts on night 





Once basic impacts are created, the next step is to assign money values to them. A 
major challenge in this task is avoiding subjectivity (Jones, 1991). A number of 
researchers have looked at revealed preference for evaluating many intangible aspects, 
such as environmental issues (Stavins, 1999). Assigning money values through stated 
question surveys is highly subjective; revealed preference is a much more objective tool 
(Adamowicz, et al., 1994) (Wardman, 1988). 
3.12 Conceptual Methodology 
The conceptual methodology in converting standard indicators into basic units of money 
and time is based on relating the indicators to human activities. A number of 
intermediate steps may be required to relate certain indicators to human activities. The 
following steps, inspired by the Life Cycle Assessments framework (Rebitzer, et al., 2004) 
are suggested to assist in reaching Money Earned (ME) and Free Time (FT); 
Step 0: Identify the impact/indicator of interest 
Step 1: Determine if the impact is on the environment, people or other organisms or a 
combination of the three. If the impact does not affect the environment skip step 2 & 3. 
If the impact does not affect other organisms skip step 4. If the impact does not affect 
people directly skip step 5 
Step 2: As noted earlier the objective is to link these impacts with human beings. The 
link depends on the nature of the impact’s effect of the environment. Impacts that 





Step 3: The consequences of this impact are then traced to humans or other organisms.  
If they are directly related to other organisms note the relation go to step 4. If they are 
directly related to human beings note the relation and go to step 5.  
Step 4: Determine whether the impact relates to livestock, wildlife, other or a 
combination of the three. And note the relation between whichever organism and 
human beings. 
Step 5: determine the type of impact on human beings. The impact can be classified into 
time impact, financial impact, health impact, impact on comfort/ perception or a 
combination of them. If the income does not relate directly to time or financial aspects 
skip step 6. 
 Step 6: Time and financial aspects can be easily reduced to money and time through 
logical reasoning. However, caution is needed in order not to double count impacts. For 
example: being stuck in traffic wastes time, in addition to wasting fuel, which costs 
money. If the money aspect is considered here it should not be considered in the 
financial aspect. 
Step 7 Health impacts and impacts on comfort/perception impacts are more difficult to 
convert into money and time.  
a. In the case of temporary illness the time component can be considered as 
missed work days or days hospitalized. In the case of more permanent 
consequences, such as in the case of loss of limb in an accident or non-
terminal cancer, the time element can be the conversion of all what 





have no free time until he/she recovers.  In the case of death due to the 
impact, the remaining life expectancy is calculated and converted and 
used as negative free time in subsequent calculations. The money 
element can be considered the expenses associated with illness in 
addition to loss of wages/income due to the impact. 
b. In the case of comfort /perception impacts, it is best to identify the 
anticipated result of the change in perception or comfort. And use this 
result as the starting point of a new identification process. For example, if 
an indirect impact of not lighting certain streets at night is the perception 
that these streets are unsafe. A new identification process with unsafe 
streets as the impact of interest should be started i.e. go to step 1 but 
use unsafe streets as the indicator of interest. 
It is common that a given indicator affects human activities in more than one way. In 
some cases, going through the process of reducing impacts will identify side effects that 
will need reduction. Illustrative examples in the following sections will explain the 













3.13 Interview Results 
Several transportation engineers from different backgrounds were interviewed. The 
engineers all worked in large firms (turnover around 1 Billion USD) and on major 
projects in different parts of the world. The purpose of the survey was to gauge their 
acceptance to the DIP as an abstract concept. They were also requested to assist in 
transforming DIP into a practical tool. 
The interview was semi structured. The interviewee was supplied ahead of time a list of 
the general questions. The interview was done in person or over the phone. The length 
of the interview was 45 minutes on average. The interviewees were allowed to deviate 
from the question as they saw fit. The interviewee was also requested to add any 
question he/she believed should be included. A follow up interview was performed 
where the interviewers asked the extra questions to other interviewees. The interview 
was divided into three parts. Part 1 consisted of general questions about transportation 
and the proposed framework. Part 2 involved specifying the importance of certain 
conventional transportation performance indicators. In part 3, the interviewees were 
requested to assist in the conversion of certain indicators into money and time units.  







Table  3.1 General Questions 
Question Response 
Experience of interviewees Average-13.5 years, Range 6-40 years  
Main Job Titles of interviewees Manager Director, Project Manager, Quantity 
Surveyors, Analyst, Technical Manager, 
Consultant, Operations Manager 
Companies the interviewees worked 
at 
Aecom, Davis Langdon, Bechtel, CCC, Gehry 
Consultants, Orascom 
Major transportation projects the 
interviewees worked on 
Doha Airport, English Channel Tunnel, Panama 
Canal expansion, Railway west coast 
modernization (London), Benghazi 
international airport (Libya), , Cross Rail 
London Underground, Mass transit rail way 
Hong Kong, Suez Canal transit services 
Geographic area covered by 
interviewees 
Middle East, Western Europe, North America, 
Latin America, South East Asia  
Is transportation infrastructure 
fulfilling expectations?(1- yes, 0-no) Average-0.3 
What are the most important and/or 
overlooked areas in transportation 
infrastructure planning that are 
crucial for the sustainable 
development of a region? 
A system perspective and analysis are needed, 
Long term planning, Integration between 
modes and across the network, Including 
freight in the analysis 
Who are the key stakeholders of 
transportation?  
Users, Government agencies, Tax payers, Law 
& policy makers, Financiers, Freight 
companies, Contractors, Consultants  
Is coordination needed between 
stakeholders? (1- yes, 0-no) Average-1 
Is there a communication gap 






Table  3.1 Continued  
Question Response 
How can this coordination be 
improved? 
There should be entities with the sole 
objective of coordinating between 
stakeholders in major projects, Furthermore, a 
number of professionals from transportation 
agencies should  be employed fulltime in 
other relevant agencies, to facilitate this 
coordination 
Is the Dynamic Index for National and 
Regional Advancement Proposition 
acceptable? (1- yes, 0-no)  
Average-0.7 
Is the idea of aggregating all aspects 
to money and time:  
1-Useful/Acceptable,  
0-Oversimplified/Unacceptable? Average-0.8 
Is there a significant difference 
between this and other methods that 
address sustainability or sustainable 
development? (1- Yes, 0-No) Average-1 
Other comments/ concerns Interested to see how it can be applied in 
practice. The systems perspective is very 
useful 
 
Based on the interview results; DIP seems to be generally accepted by professional 
engineers (70%). The interviewees also indicated that one of the most important and 
overlooked aspect of transportation planning is handling the problem as a system. They 
also acknowledged the usefulness of the framework in perceiving the transportation 
problem as a system problem. That is to say that tackling different components without 





The use of money and time as basic units was accepted by 80% of the interviewees. It 
was also observed that only 30% of the interviewees believe that transportation is 
fulfilling expectations. Furthermore, 60% of the interviewees acknowledge that a 
communication gap exists between stakeholders. 
In the second part of the interview, the interviewees were required to rate a set of 
transportation indicators from 1 -10, 1 meaning completely useless, unimportant or 
ambiguous, 10 meaning very useful or important to keep track of. The indicator list was 





Table  3.2 lists the indicators and the average scores in descending order. The indicators 
cover an array of categories, efficiency, effectiveness, safety, economic prosperity, 
environmental impacts, and social & cultural impacts. Some indicators can fit in more 







Table  3.2 Indicator Scores 
Category Indicator Score 
Efficiency & 
Effectiveness 
Capacity of infrastructure networks by mode and 
type of infrastructure 9 
Commute time 8.8 
Quality of transportation services 8.65 
Congestion level over time 8.6 
% of pavements meeting performance standards 8.6 
Fossil fuel consumption 8.6 
Public transit vs. automobile use 8.2 
Non-auto trip % 7.75 
Commute cost (user cost) 7.1 
Trips with two or more modes 7.1 
Average household transportation expenditure 6.45 
Road Utilization Index 6.35 
Amount of VMT 5.8 
Total expenditure on infrastructure (User & 
Agency) 5.8 
Per capita fuel consumption 5.8 
Amount of freight-km 5 
Vehicle sales 4.35 
Economic Impacts 
 
Ability to attract investment 9.4 
Employment /Job creation 8.1 
GDP 8 
Impact on internal tourism 7.8 
Environmental 
Impacts 
Air pollution (CO2 NOX CO greenhouse gases) 8.5 
Noise level 8.5 
Alternative fuel use 7.95 
Waste recycling 7.6 
Dredging and impacts to aquatic resources 7.55 
E-index (per capita energy consumption) 7.5 
Fragmentation of ecosystems 6.65 
No. of animal/wildlife collisions 6.45 
Investments dedicated to environmental 
protection 6.33 
Environmental justice cases that remains 
unresolved over one year 4.55 
Safety Accidents (deaths injuries, cost) 9.4 
Vulnerable user accident 8.4 
Medical costs 8.1 
Number of cases of serious health impacts 7.6 






Table  3.2 Continued 
Category Indicator Score 
Social and Cultural 
Impacts 
Accessibility for those without a car 9.22 
Affordability of public transit services by lower 
income residents 9 
Community disruption 8.6 
Quality of pedestrian and bicycle environment 8.6 
Avg. number of basic service within walking 
distance 8.45 
Crime related to transportation modes 8.2 
Equity impact tables 7.5 
Benefits by zone 7.4 
Citizen’s participating in transportation decision 
making 7.4 
Urban sprawl 7.2 
 
The purpose of ranking the indicators was to focus on the important ones. However, the 
information in Table  3.2 can be used to distribute weights to different indicators in a 
classic Multi Criteria Decision Making (MCDM) problem. 
3.14 Applying the Conceptual Methodology on Indicators  
The methodology was used on the highest ranked indicator in each category, as an 
example. It should be noted that in order to apply the methodology one needs to be an 
expert in the area being investigated. The following examples were formulated with the 
assistance of some of the interviewees.  
3.14.1 Efficiency Indicator: Capacity of Infrastructure Network 
Capacity was the highest indicator in the efficiency criterion and attained a value of 9/10 
in importance. Capacity, in relation to demand, is certainly a classic indicator in the 





The breakdown of capacity into basic units helps identify side effects, which helps 
reduce unintended consequences. Figure  3.4 illustrates how capacity can be reduced to 













It can be seen in Figure  3.4 that capacity has many side effects. Each of these side 
effects will need to be investigated further. However it does have a direct impact on 
travel time. There is also another hidden impact which is the project cost. The project 
cost will not appear in this illustration since it would be added to the control scenario.  
3.14.2 Economic Indicator: Ability to Attract Investments 
Most economic impacts will be very easy to convert into money and time. The ability to 
attract investments indicator appears subjective. By carefully dissecting it to its basic 
components this subjectivity is reduced. The reduction of subjectivity is another benefit 
in using DIP and the conceptual methodology. Figure  3.5 illustrates how Ability to 













The ability to attract investment is reflected by the expansion of existing business and 
the establishments of new businesses. This in turn will impact the income and 
employment status of certain individuals. Attracting investments may also change the 
geography of the area. By changing the activity system the transportation system will 
inevitably be impacted (Manheim, 1979). This will introduce a feedback loop between 
transportation infrastructure development and change in the activity system.   
It is clear in this example that the reduction of an indicator may not be enough to 
describe it. There is a need for an integrated model that is capable of predicting the 
change of different aspects over time. The following chapter describes the development 
of a dynamic simulation framework as an extension to DIP and the conceptual 
methodology. 
3.14.3 Environmental Example: Air Pollution 
Air pollution is one of the most popular indicators associated with transportation.  














As seen in Figure  3.6, air pollution is more diverse, in terms of impacts, compared to 
other indicators. Furthermore, a comprehensive analysis will require the knowledge of 
the pollutant and its severity. 
3.14.4 Social Impact: Accessibility 
This indicator scored the highest value in the social and cultural impact category. 













As seen in Figure  3.7, accessibility has two important side effects; change in use of other 
modes and impact of relocation due to changes in accessibility. It is likely that these side 
effects will have a greater impact than the direct impacts of changes in accessibility. In 
order to fully evaluate the impacts of these side effects a complete simulation needs to 
be applied. 
3.14.5 Safety Example: Accidents 
Accidents are a very important indicator in transportation analysis. Many researchers 
have used accidents as a performance measure of transportation modes. Figure  3.8 


















Similar to air pollution, the nature of the accidents is needed for a complete analysis to 
be performed. Figure  3.8 provides a starting point. 
3.15 Summary 
A survey of transportation experts revealed a preliminary initial acceptance of DIP. The 
survey also revealed the acceptance of reducing all aspects to money and time units. 
A conceptual methodology was introduced to apply a transformation between 
traditional transportation indicators and basic units of money and time. The importance 
of any traditional indicator may be misleading as broader impacts may be less desirable. 
DIP helps avoid unintended results by focusing on the broader impacts of different 
actions. And by transforming different indicators into the same units, these indicators 
can be easily compared. Furthermore, the weights of the indicators are no longer static; 
by focusing on the broader impacts using the same units, each high level indicator 
contributes differently depending on its real impact. 
The conceptual methodology was applied using the 5 indicators considered the most 
important in their respective categories. A full flow chart was developed for each 
indicator with the assistance of field experts. The conceptual framework proved to be a 
good starting point. Chapter 4 illustrates the development of a dynamic simulation 
model capable of handling dynamic data and calculating sophisticated interactions. The 
model is developed with a systems perspective that is capable of predicting the change 
of different transportation impacts over time. 
 Overall, DIP and the conceptual methodology are promising techniques that can be 









The Dynamic Index for National and Regional Advancement Proposition (DIP) framework 
suggests that “sustainability is simply the continuation of the human race through 
economic prosperity, environmental and cultural preservation and social equity”. The 
DIP framework suggests combing money (resources) and time to calculate QoL or DI. In 
order to apply the abstract concepts in the DIP framework, a system dynamics (SD) 
model was developed using AnyLogic. 
Simulation models are capable of handling and describing very complex systems. 
Limitations of any simulation model in describing reality are typically due to improper 
accounting for pertinent aspects of the phenomenon being modeled. For this reason a 
significant amount of time was spent on creating and refining the model components.  
First, the model’s variables were defined. Model variables are descriptors that the 
model keeps calculating or forecasting during its simulation. Once model variables were 
determined, different modules were created and used to calculate changes in model 
variables. These modules interact and affect each other. Finally, an aggregation module 





4.1 Modeling Concepts 
During model development a number of concepts were used. These concepts are listed 
below. 
System of Systems (SOS) perspective: the model is developed with a SOS perspective in 
mind. That is to say, the model is developed with an understanding that the 
transportation system contains a number of systems and in turn is part of a larger 
system. The research herein does not attempt to model all models within the 
transportation system nor model all the systems that impact the transportation system. 
The research simply acknowledges that these systems exist and retains placeholders for 
future research to add these systems. These systems include power grids, markets and 
material centers, agriculture and political systems. Land use is one system that is 
included in the model, and should act as an example of how other models can be added. 
Stable intermediate forms: the model is developed through a number of stable 
intermediate forms. According to Simon (1996), complex systems are almost impossible 
to build without stable intermediate forms. Following that recommendation the model 
as built incrementally and tested after each increment. This required more time for 
model development but insured a more reliable model. Two main intermediate forms 
are currently fully functional. The first is based only on high level modules and is 
considered a system dynamics model. The second involves the addition of micro 
modules converting the model into an agent based model. 
Modular Architecture Object oriented programming (in Java): a modular architecture 





the concept of intermediate forms. This allowed each module to be tested separately. 
The code was also written in an Object Oriented form. This will make adding options 
much easier for developers. It is worth noting that the architecture was inspired by 
OPUS, an urban land use model developed by Waddell (2002). 
Redundancy: in an effort to isolate each module and allow separate verification and 
validation, a significant amount of redundancy was built into the model. This 
redundancy acts as a self-check insuring all components are in fact working in the 
correct manner. 
4.2 Overview of Model 
At the Macro level, the model contains 6 high level modules (macro-level); Population 
Growth, Traffic Analysis, Economic, Environmental, Social and DI. In addition, the model 
contains 4 micro modules: Traffic Simulation, Traffic Assignment, Bid-Rent, and Land-
Use Development. The modules interact horizontally and vertically, i.e. they are 
impacted by each other and these impacts are then aggregated to produce results.  
The high level modules use data supplied by the micro modules, but they can also act as 
a standalone model. This is part of the stable intermediate form logic being applied in 
the model development. Conceptually the Population Growth and Traffic Analysis 
modules can be viewed as primary modules, while Economic, Environmental and Social 
modules are secondary modules which use the data provided from the primary modules 
to produce results. Consequently, the DI calculation module is a tertiary module that 
uses results from secondary modules. The micro modules are generally more complex 





determine the required data. The high level modules are explained in detail in the next 
section, followed by a description of the micro modules and their components in 
chapter 5. 
 






Figure  4.1 System Dynamic Model Illustration 
 
4.2.1 Specific Overview of Model 
Practically the modules are heavily intertwined. This can be observed by looking at 













4.2.2 Creating Model Variables 
The impacts to be used by the framework were determined in Chapter 3. These impacts 
are calculated at different points in time by the simulation model. In order for the model 
to do that, the data needed to calculate these indicators must be predicted at various 
points in time. These data are considered model variables. An example of a model 
variable in this simulation framework is public demand on a given transportation system. 
Such demand must be monitored and calculated by the model. It will also change over 
time due to facility deterioration, population growth, or the availability of other options. 
Transportation demand will also be used to calculate various indicators such as air 
quality: the more traffic on the road the more harmful emissions are being produced. 
Without calculating demand, an indicator for air quality cannot be calculated. Also, as 
seen in this example, in the process of defining a given variable, other variables may 
need to be created. In this case, population growth and facility deterioration are 
variables that need to be created. 
The best technique to insure that no variable is left out is to analyze each impact and 
determine the variables needed to calculate it. Then determine the variables needed to 
calculate each of those variables and so forth, until basic variables are identified. There 
are two types of basic variables in this model; (1) basic variables that will be obtained 
through interaction between agents and the environment or between agents and each 
other or; (2) basic variables that need to be predefined in the framework. This technique 









Figure  4.3 Identifying Model Variables Using LCCA as an Example 
 
Notice that the facility deterioration includes two variables. The first is a demand 
variable that involves calculating the number of agents using the facility which the agent 
based model can do, provided that the model agent’s behaviors are properly defined. 
The second is a normal wear and tear variable that has to be predefined. The demand 
variable is an example of the first type of basic variables that are defined using model 
agents, while the normal wear and tear variable is an example of the second type of 
basic variables which has to be predefined.  
Other examples such as GDP may have more intriguing variables.  
Figure  4.4 applies the same technique on GDP. As seen in the GDP example, in order to 
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Figure  4.4 Identifying Model Variables using GDP 
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owners expanding their 
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Number of agents 
converted to business 






Table  4.1 Input Parameters in SD Model 
Module Inputs Description Units Default 
Value 
Traffic Module A Greenshields constant   60 
B Greenshields constant  900/cap 
Demand_i Initial demand Vph 1900 
P_Capacity Project capacity: 
typically road maximum 
capacity 
Vph 2000 
S_lim Speed Limit Km/h 60 
Population Growth 
Module 
PopGrowth_r Annual population 
growth rate 
 0.01 







P_MaxJobs Maximum number of 
direct and indirect jobs 
that can be created by 






Fraction of direct jobs 
created by the project 
 0.25 
P_AvgIncome Average income of 
direct and indirect jobs 








Jobs_i Initial number of jobs in 



























PolPerVeh Amount of pollutant 
emitted per vehicle 
g/min 5 
Pol_lim Limit beyond which 
pollutant concentration 
becomes harmful to 
human beings 
mg/m3 500 










CongestionS Congestion speed: stop 






Table  4.1 Continued     




P_Length Length of Project Km 15 
VehOcc Vehicle Occupancy ratio  1.5 
HrsOfTraffic Number of hours per 
day the traffic profile in 





Travel time using other 
routes 
Hrs 2 





ME ValueOfTime Money value of time $1000 
per hour 
0.01 
Output GS Government Spending; 
typically project cost 
$1000 1000000 
Dur Duration of analysis Years 35 
 
Table  4.2 Internal Parameters in SD Model 
Module Parameter Description (Units) 
Population Growth 
Module 
PopGrowth_c Continuous population growth rate i.e. 
compounded continuously 
ActPop Actual population: includes death cases 
caused by pollutant  
TheorPop Theoretical Population excludes any deaths 
occurring due to the project 
Traffic Module Dens Road Vehicle Density (v/km) 
DensRate Rate of change of road density 
Q Flow (vph) 
S_i Initial road speed (km/h) 
S Current average vehicle speed (km/h) 













Table  4.2 Continued   







P_Jobs Jobs created by Project: Direct and indirect 
(No. of Jobs/ Year) 
P_Income Income created due to Project ($1000/Year) 
P_TJobs_e Identifies the number of annual jobs 
created by the project 
P_Tincome_e Identifies income created by the project at 
the end of each year  
P_TJobs_v Stores cumulative number of jobs created 
by the project  






AOtherIncome Annual income from sources other than the 
project ($1000/Year) 
AOtherJobs Annual jobs created from non-project 
sources (No. of Jobs/year) 
TOtherJobs Total Jobs created from sources other than 
the project  
TOtherIncome_e Identifies annual income created through 
non-project sources 
TOtherJobs_e Identifies the annual number of jobs 
created through non-project sources 
TOtherIncome_v Stores cumulative income created through 
non-project sources ($1000) 
TOtherJobs_v Stores cumulative number of jobs created 





PolSwitch Indicator: 1 if pollution becomes 
hazardous , 0 otherwise 
PolAmount Amount of pollutant emitted from the 
project (grams) 
PeopDead Number of people dead due to pollutant 
PolSwitch_f Function that controls PolSwitch 
APeopDead_e Identifies number of people dead in the 
past year  
TPeopDead_e Accumulates number of people dead in the 
past years 
APeopDead_v Stores number deaths each year due to 
pollutant (Deaths/Year) 
TPeopDead_v Stores cumulative number of people dead 
due to pollutant 





Table  4.2 Continued 
Module Parameter Description (Units) 
Social Impacts 
Engine 
P_Travel_ti Initial travel time of the project (Hrs) 
P_Travel_t Project travel time (Hrs) 
P_Ttravel_t Project travel time for all users (Hrs) 
P_Users Number of project users 
 
DI  FT TFTlost Total Free Time lost due to project-
associated deaths (Hrs) 
P_FT FT associated with all project users (Hrs) 
FTOther FT associated with non-project users (Hrs) 
FT FT per capita (Hrs/Person) 
FTLost FT lost per capita (Hrs/Person) 
FT_d Data set storing annual FT 
ME TME Total Money Earnings ($1000) 
TMELost Total ME lost due deaths associated with 
project  ($1000) 
ME ME per capita  ($1000/ person) 
MELost ME lost per capita ($1000/ person) 
DI_ME DI in ME only ($1000/ person) 
TIncome_e Accumulates annual income and sends it to 
proper variable 
ME_e Identifies annual ME and sends it to proper 
variable 
TIncome_v Stores cumulative total annual income 
($1000) 
ME_v Stores annual ME ($1000/ person) 
ME_d Data set storing annual ME 
Output 







Dur Duration of analysis (Years) 
DI ME multiplied by FT ($1000.hr) 
MEtoGS Ratio of ME from project alone to 
Government Spending(GS) 
S_e Accumulates DI and sends it to proper 
variable 
S_ME_e Accumulates annual DI in ME and sends it 
to proper variable 
TJobs_e Accumulates total number of jobs and 
sends it to proper variable 
S_v Stores Cumulative DI ($1000.hr) 
S_ME_v Stores cumulative DI in ME ($1000) 
TJobs_v Stores cumulative number of jobs (No. of 
Jobs) 





The complete documentation of the model (including code) can be found in Appendix A. 
The dynamic simulation model is composed of a number of modules (or engines). These 
engines perform various necessary calculations in order to calculate DI. These engines 
are the boxes in Figure  4.2. Each of these engines/modules is described in detail in the 
following sections. 
4.2.3 Population Growth Module 
This is a very simple module that calculates the population increase based on a 
population growth rate. System dynamic modeling requires converting the annual 
growth rate into a continuous growth rate. The following equation was used: 
ln	 1  
Where icont is the continuous rate and ieff is the effective rate which in most cases is the 
annual interest rate. 
Another interesting aspect of this module is that it calculates two different values for 
the population, a theoretical population and an actual population. The theoretical 
population is simply the number of people plus the population growth, whereas the 
actual population is the theoretical population minus the number of people who died 
from causes related to environmental impacts. This differentiation helps keep track of 
the health impacts due to projects and is used in other modules. 
4.2.4 Traffic Analysis Module 
Although the DIP framework can handle any traffic mode, the traffic analysis module 





and road capacity to calculate traffic flow and speed based on the following equation 
from Greenshields model (FHWA, 1997): 
 
 
Where, Q is flow (vehicles/hour), k is density (vehicles/kilometer). A and B are constants 
taken as 60 and 900/road capacity, respectively. The constants were obtained from the 
observations of Rakha, et al. (2002). Travel time is calculated using speed and the length 
of the investigated route. To simplify this illustration the module assumes all routes 
other than the route in question have fixed travel time. 
Traffic demand is influenced by economic growth which is influenced by the expected 
demand. The relation between demand and the economy is considered in this module. 
The employment rate increases when road density is low compared to the maximum, 
since there is room for it to accommodate new users. When people are employed they 
become users and the road density increases. This is a classic example of Manheim’s 
(1979) type II relationship between activity systems and flow patterns. 
4.2.5 Economic Engine 
Income through employment was used to reflect the economic progress in the 
geographic area under investigation. The module differentiates between two types of 
income; income as result from the project and income from other sources. The module 
assumes that sources of income will be created regardless of the implementation of 
projects. The module hypothesizes that communities on their own are capable of 





through saving time, money, and attracting foreign investments. The module allows the 
user to input a job creation rate as function of population and another rate as a function 
of the service level of the project. Service level in this case is reflected by the ratio of 
speed to maximum speed. The engine also requires two types of income as input, 
average income from jobs related to the project and average income of other jobs. 
The economic engine uses average income and number of jobs to calculate the income 
associated with the population at any given time. Due to the continuous nature of SD 
models, a number of discrete event functions where introduced to monitor annual 
increase in income. 
This module also acts as an I/O model which affects many of the other modules. The 
basic concept is that the economic condition is partly linked to transportation 
infrastructure as pointed out by many researchers (refer to Manhiem (1979)). An 
enhancement in the overall performance of the transportation infrastructure, such as an 
increase in maximum flow rate, should be reflected in the economic condition. In this 
model the increase in flow rate creates more demand which in turn provides 
opportunities for businesses to thrive.  
The induced demand is taken as a ratio of the enhancement in performance (after 
Manhiem (1979)). The performance indicator is calculated as the time it takes for cars to 
reach their respective destinations (tactual). This is compared to travel time before 
introducing the enhancement, (tmin). This ratio is calculated every year and is used to 
calculate the new extra demand on the network as follows: 






Where PMaxIncome is the maximum earning expected to be attained annually if the project 
is at optimum performance, the default value is taken as current total annual earnings. 
AvgIncome is the average income of the individual.    
As time passes more and more demand is created until the level of service of the new 
infrastructure deteriorates and no longer attracts significant demand. The Economic I/O 
engine calculates the total increase in earnings due to the enhanced performance. Then 
the new earnings are divided into new jobs and increase in individual income. The 
fraction of new jobs vs. increase in income is prescribed by the user and has a default 
value of 0.5. 
4.2.6 Environmental Engine 
In the DIP framework only environmental impacts that are related to human health are 
considered. Impacts that have consequences beyond human health such as species’ 
diversity or light pollution are handled under the ecological and cultural section of the 
DIP framework, through traditional cost substitution methods.  
Fatalities as a result of Particular Matter (PM) pollution was used in this engine as an 
example of transportation project health impacts. The engine required PM emitted per 
vehicle as input. In this model, the value was taken as 5µg/min for the combined 
concentration of PM 2.5 and PM 10 reported in EPA (1998). Concentrations high enough 
to cause fatalities in the next few years is assumed to be 500 µg/m3 and the fatalities 
are assumed to be 0.5% of the population exposed which is a very conservative estimate 





the vehicles need to be slow enough for the concentration to be effective. Thus this 
analysis applies only when stop and go traffic with average speed of 5km/hr occurs. The 
analysis assumes only road users are affected. 
The environmental engine processes this data and calculates the number of fatalities 
due to these impacts. This number is sent to the population growth module to adjust 
the actual population. In cases where the impacts would have included sickness, sick 
days, expenses and money lost would have been calculated and forwarded to other 
modules. 
4.2.7 Social Engine 
Social impacts are very difficult to quantify. The DIP framework attempts to solve this 
problem by introducing Free Time as an overarching proxy indicator to social wellbeing. 
Free Time is impacted by many activities. In this model, travel time is considered to be 
the main factor that decreases Free Time. Travel time for the project is calculated in the 
Traffic Analysis module and then combined with the travel time of other routes and the 
number of users in both cases to produce overall time lost to traffic. 
4.2.8 DI Module 
The DI module is the final module in this model. The DI module aggregates the results 
from other modules to calculate Money Earnings and Free Time. Money Earnings are 
accumulated for the entire population from the economic module and environmental 
module when applicable. Government spending is also added to ‘do nothing’ scenarios. 









This chapter addresses two major additions to the model namely, traffic simulation and 
land-use modeling. These two additions are addressed separately due to the major 
changes they impose on the model architecture from a coding perspective. The 
inclusion of these concepts transformed the model from a system dynamic model to an 
agent based model. Model variables are affected by model agents, and affect the model 
agents in return. Model agents and their interactions will be defined next. The stage on 
which these interactions take place is the model environment, which will be the final 
step. Some elements of the system dynamic model remained the same, others were 
changed dramatically. 
5.1.1 Overview of Micro Modules 
As mentioned earlier, the ultimate goal of the model is to assist decision makers in 
determining which transportation alternative will provide the most beneficial outcome. 
The comparison is based on aggregating economic, environmental, and social impacts 
using the Dynamic Index for National and Regional Advancement Proposition (DIP). 
These three types of impacts are commonly denoted as the Triple Bottom Line (TBL). 
The model is not yet comprehensive. For each element in the TBL, the model uses an 
example of select criteria as a starting point. The economic impacts addressed by the 





expenses (e.g. travel cost and housing/rent cost). The environmental impacts are car 
pollution aggregation and its impact on the health of the community and users. The 
social impacts involve calculating time lost on the transportation network. 
In order to calculate the aforementioned criteria, 6 separate modules were developed 
and integrated in a Modular Agent based model object oriented Discrete event model 
(MAD).  
This research has used two distinct simulation modeling techniques in the formulation 
of these modules, namely Agent Based Modeling (ABM) and Discrete Event Simulation 
(DE). Figure  5.1 provides an illustration of agents and micro modules. Each module is 








Figure  5.1 Micro Modules and Agents
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5.1.2 Agent Based Modeling 
5.1.2.1 Definition of an agent 
Agent Based Modeling is a technique that involves describing a system using its 
components. According to Bonabeau, ABM “… is a set of differential equations, each 
describing the dynamics of one of the system’s constituent units” (Bonabeau, 2002).  
A synonym of ABM would be microscopic modeling. Another common definition is that 
“an agent is a self-directed object that has the ability to satisfy internal goals or 
objectives through actions and decisions based on a set of internal rules or strategies” 
(Brown, et al., 2005). Agents are typically in a dynamic state. Their state is governed by a 
set of rules that is the basis of their internal Behavior Desire Intent (BDI) core. 
Agents have a complex underlying functional architecture such as the BDI architecture 
(Rao, et al., 1992). 
Agent based modeling was selected for modeling these modules than other modeling 
techniques, such as system dynamics for two reasons. First, the objective of the model is 
to understand the interactions between people, housing, and traffic flow. This 
interaction may not be the same for all people. For example, it could be different for 
different income levels or age. ABM allows for the disaggregation of any population into 
individuals, with each individual having his/her specific attributes. Thus no assumption 
of the homogeneity of a given segment is needed. The model can represent the true 
heterogeneous nature of a given community. 
The second reason is the ability to allow for emergent behavior. This an added benefit of 




based on logic or Belief Desire Intent (BDI), unanticipated or indirect consequences may 
be manifested. However, it is worth noting that loose modeling constraints may result in 
unrealistic results as well. It is important to realize which results are unrealistic and 
which can be considered a result of emergent behavior. 
5.1.2.2 Types and Attributes of Agents 
The agents used in this model range from relatively simple agents to extremely 
complicated ones. The following is a list of common agent types (Sycara, et al., 1996)): 
Reactive Agents: These agents simply react to a stimulus. Their reaction to the stimulus 
is predetermined by the developer. 
Adaptive agents: These agents are more sophisticated. They also react to stimulus 
however their reaction may change over time. Generally this reaction is also 
predetermined, either through a set of rules or a function. 
Goal oriented agents: These agents are similar to adaptive agents; however they do not 
require a stimulus to act. These agents continuously seek their predetermined goal. The 
goal seeking method is typically predetermined either through rules or a function. This 
makes these agents relatively predictable, except if the goal seeking method involves 
learning. 
Learning Agents: These agents can be reactive, adaptive, or goal seeking; however, they 
are less predictable since their decision changes through their respective “experience”. 
The learning mechanism can be straight forward in which the agents “remember” a 
given outcome and uses it in its current decision making process. If the learning process 




Intelligent agents; are highly sophisticated agents. In addition to having learning abilities 
these agents can be reactive adaptive or goal seeking. These agents are placed in a 
separate class because their decision making process involve complex algorithms, most 
of which fall under the umbrella of artificial intelligence. The model at hand does not 
contain this type of agent. 
The above list should not be treated as comprehensive. In addition, these types can 
certainly be divided further. It is simply meant to provide context for the upcoming 
discussion. 
It should be noted that regardless of the type of agent, they are all supported by their 
own internal BDI nucleus. The way through which this nucleus functions is the basic 
difference between these types of agents. 
5.1.3 Discrete Event Simulation 
The model herein could have been completed without the aid of discrete event 
techniques. Discrete event techniques were applied in different areas of the model for 
the following reasons. Firstly, the use of discrete events in the simulation progress 
allowed data collection and verification to be automated at different model stages. 
Secondly, there is a major challenge in synchronizing the timeline of multilevel agents. 
As explained later, some agents react based on daily input, while others react on a 
yearly basis. If a traditional simulation is used, the time scale will be in days and the 
actual model runtime will be extremely long. It was observed that in most cases agents 
reacting based on daily input reach an equilibrium state after a certain number of days 




in these situations, if the user allowed it. The use of triggered discrete events helped 
achieve this bypass without significant alteration of the agents’ respective environments. 
5.1.3.1 Definition 
Banks (2005) defines discrete-event simulation models as “one in which the state 
variables change only at those discrete points in time at which events occur”. Events are 
triggered by time or by certain predetermined conditions. 
5.1.3.2 Types of Discrete Events 
There are several types of discrete events used in the model. The event type depends on 
its recurrence and its trigger. With respect to recurrence, events can be cyclic or occur 
once. With respect to trigger, events can be timed out, i.e. must occur after a certain 
amount of time, or condition triggered, i.e. will occur when a given condition is met. The 
model described herein contains the four aforementioned types of events and 
combinations of them. 
5.1.4 Agents 
The simulation contains 6 different agents. These agents were created so that the 
outcome of certain behaviors can be observed. The agents are described in the 
following sections. 
5.1.4.1 Creating Agents 
The purpose of creating these agents is to use them to predict the variables developed 
in the previous task. The agents will also attempt to simulate the society and how it 




represent the different constituents of this society. Many studies have illustrated that 
there is a strong need to properly identify agents and gauge their reactions (Beheiry, et 
al., 2006; Gomes, et al., 2005). To insure comprehensive and proper creation of agents, 
agents will be created through two processes. Firstly, they will be created on an as-
needed basis for the purpose of calculating basic variables using the output of the 
previous task. Secondly, they will be created to enhance the realism of the framework in 
modeling the society. 
Agents will be created to represent the regions demographics. It is important to note 
that some of these agents have the opportunity to evolve and are not limited by 
predefined behaviors. They simply have defined targets. This process is referred to as 
learning and it may lead to emergent behaviors. Emergent behaviors are actions 
unanticipated by the model developers. They arise as a result of agents learning 
something that the model developers did not intend to teach. In the context of 
transportation systems, user demand is highly complex and prone to emergent 
behaviors.  
It is worth noting that through the process of developing agents, the model’s 
environment is also being identified. For example, if the ABM wishes to capture the 
agents’ reaction to developing the light rail transit system, the model will need to 
include that transportation mode. It must also have alternate means of transportation 






The Individual agent has learning abilities and acts as both an adaptive and reactive 
agent depending on the stimulus. The individual is the core agent in the model. The 
Individual agent possesses the following attributes: 
 ID; an identification number that is used by the model to track the agent. 
 Name; a string name for the agent that is used for illustrative purposes. 
 Age; the age of the agent in years which is updated every year. 
 Income; the annual income of the individual. This value is linked to the 
employment status of the individual. The probability that an individual is 
employed or not depends on the overall unemployment percentage of the 
community. Individuals less than 18 years old are considered unemployable. 
Income is updated every year, and is changed based on the economic condition. 
 Tax; government stipulated tax as a percentage. This variable could be fixed for a 
given agent or could be a function of his/her income; the choice is left to the 
user. 
 MaxRentShare; is the maximum percentage of income allowed for housing. This 
variable could be fixed for a given agent or could be a function of his/her income; 
the choice is left to the user. 









 PropertyOccupied; is the ID of the property occupied by a specific agent. The 
agent can move to a different property every year. This behavior follows the 
algorithms in the rent module, which is explained later. 
 ActualRent; is the current rent demanded by the property occupied by the 
individual. 
 Spouse; is the ID of the agent who is the current spouse of this agent. 
 Children; is an array of the IDs of the children of the current agent. 
 OtherPeopleSharing; is an array of IDs of agents other than family members 
sharing the property. 
 FamilyID; the ID of the family of the current agent. 
 Location; X, Y coordinates representing the location of the agent. 
The following are the functions exclusively used by agents: 
IncreaseIncome_f; this function increases the income of an individual, if the agent is 
above 18 and employed, based on the overall increase in income of the model, which is 
determined by a performance linked Input Output Model explained later.  
IncreaseAge_f; this function increases the age of the agent by a single increment every 
year. 
ConnectSpouse_f; connects the agent with his/her spouse. The connection can be 
tracked at any point in time in the model run. The connection is also made visible in the 
animation of the run. 




DiconnectFamily_f; this function severs the connection between this agent if the agent 
is now more than 18 years old. In which case the agent can now move out and be part 
of another family. The function can also be used to simulate divorce, in which case the 
connection between agent and spouse is severed. 
The aforementioned functions are all triggered by discrete events. In this case the 
discrete event is cyclic and is considered a timeout event that occurs every year.  
5.1.4.3 Family 
Strictly speaking, the Family agent is not really an agent but rather an object. However, 
it will be easier to refer to it as an agent since it is comprised completely of agents. The 
Family agent is a group of individual agents who are connected to each other. The 
Family agent was created so that the model is more realistic. Most individuals are part 
of families and thus their decisions and mobility is restricted to the needs of their 
partners and offspring. The Family agent allows treating families of individuals as a unit, 
when needed. This increases the efficiency of the model. It is also very beneficial in the 
rent model, where families are allocated as units to different properties. It also allows 
individuals in families to pool their resources and increase their maximum rent value. 
The following are the specific attributes of the Family agent: 
MaxRent; is the combined maximum rent value of all individuals in the family. 
FamilyMembers; is an array of the Individuals who are part of a specific family 
In addition to these attributes, the Family agent contains one function, MaxRent_f, 
which calculates the sum of MaxRent of Individuals who are in the FamilyMembers 





The Road agent is another agent that is in fact an object, with respect to its current 
function. However, it was decided to create and treat it as an agent because it has the 
potential to be more sophisticated and hence become a real agent. The Road agent 
contains the following specific attributes; 
Name; is the name of a specific road segment. 
StartX & StartY; are the X & Y coordinates of the starting point of the Road. 
EndX & EndY; are the X & Y coordinates of the end point of the Road. 
Rotation; is an indication of whether the Road is vertical or horizontal with respect to 
the grid environment. The significance of this parameter will be explained in the land 
use module. 
Route; is the ID of the route to which the Road belongs to. 
RouteDemand; is the number of cars/ hour (i.e. flow) on the route to which the Road 
belongs. 
TrafficFraction; is the fraction of demand using the Road. 
Traffic; is the flow of cars on the Road. Traffic is calculated as follows; 
∗  
SpeedLimit; is the speed limit of the Road. This can be fixed for all roads or can be road 
specific. It can also be changed dynamically throughout the simulation. 
5.1.4.5 Route 





Roads; is an array of the names of roads that comprise the Route. 
DemandonThisRoute; is the number of cars travelling on the Route in an hour (or flow). 
Scale, is the scale of the graphics in pixels per meter 
LaneWidth; is the width of a lane in meters.  
DefaultSpeedLimit; is the default speed limit throughout the network in meters per 
second. This can be overridden for a particular road. 
MaxSpeedonCurves; is the maximum speed on curved roads according to the road 
radius.  
LaneAlertDistance; defines how well in advance the car will be notified about the 
required lane change, in order to pursue its predefined route. 
SwitchTime; is the default time the car needs to switch lanes, measured in seconds. 
NCars; is the number of cars currently on the Route. 
5.1.4.6 Car 
This agent represents a vehicle. Car can be considered a sophisticated goal oriented 
agent. The goal of Car is to reach a designated point as fast as allowed without crashing 
into other cars. Car can move, accelerate, decelerate, switch lanes, and detect crashes. 
Car can perform these functions through a set of predetermined rules. 
Car contains the following specific attributes: 
Length & Width; are the length and width of the car. They can have default values or 
can be assigned to represent different types of vehicles such as trucks. 
Acceleration & Deceleration; are the acceleration and deceleration of the vehicle in 




RoadNetwork; is the Route Car is using. 
Road; is the road segment Car is currently on. 
Lane; is the lane Car is currently on. 
Speed; is the speed of Car. 
Location X,Y; are the X and Y coordinates of the car with respect to the grid. 
MinDistance; is the minimum distance that is allowed between a Car and another Car in 
front of it. 
The Car agent also contains the following functions: 
switchLanes; allows a car to switch to the proper lane according to its destination. 
Switching occurs at the distance prescribed by the Route attributes. 
timeToCrash; is the time remaining for a car to crash into the car in front if it does not 
slow down or switch lanes. This function is used to force cars to decelerate. 
5.1.4.7 Property 
The property agent can be considered a learning goal oriented agent that acts as an 
adaptive agent in some cases. The Property agent is the core agent in the land-use 
model that will be explained later. The Property agent represents a house or an 
apartment. The Property agent can have 1 of 3 states; Residential Vacant, Residential 





Figure  5.2 State chart for Property agent 
The functions that govern the state transitions are explained in detail later. 
The property agent contains the following agent specific attributes: 
PropType; is the type of property of this agent. Property type can only be residential or 
commercial at this point. Further types can be added. 
Bedrooms; is the number of bedrooms of this property. 
BasicRent; is the default value of rent prescribed by the user. This value is typically the 
same for all properties. Adjustments to this value are performed using the RentCalc_f 
function, explained later. 
RentPrice; is the value of rent of the Property. This is calculated using the RentCalc_f 
function. 
Vacant; is an indication to whether the Property is vacant or occupied. 
Location X & Y & Z; are the X & Y & Z coordinates of the Property. The Z dimension is 
added to allow for multiple properties to exist on top of each other as in an apartment 
building. 
BCx, BCy; are the X &Y coordinates of the business center of the community. The 




typically fixed throughout a given run, i.e. set to the nearest commercial property. 
However, the user may choose to change it dynamically.  
DistBC; is the linear distance between the Property and the prescribed business center.  
Utility; is the utility of this property based on the utility function calculation (Utility_f). 
CloseTraffic; is the traffic close to the Property. The calculation of this parameter is 
explained later. 
RoadsInProxy; is an array of the roads determined to be close to the property. 
In addition to the attributes listed earlier, the Property agent contains the following 
functions: 
distBC_f; calculates the linear distance between the predetermined business center and 
this property. 
RentCalc; this function calculates the initial rent price (RentPrice attribute) of the 
property based on distance from nearest business center and number of bedrooms. The 
calculation is as follows: 
∗ ∗ ; 
where C1 and C2 are adjustment coefficients with default values of -$3.125/km and 
$87/bedroom respectively based on a study by Frew and Wilson (2002). 
Rent is later adjusted based on supply and demand as illustrated in the rent module. 
Utility_f; calculates utility of the property using rent price and distance from the 
business center. The calculation is as follows; 
∗ ∗ ; 




GetCloseRoad; is a sophisticated function that iterates through all the roads in the 
model and determines which are in close proximity to the property. The tolerance for 
“closeness” is determined by the user, with a default value of 200m. Since roads are 
linear in shape, a single point comparison will not be accurate. Furthermore, comparing 
each point on the line will be inefficient. To solve this issue the attribute Orientation 
mentioned in the Road agent was created. Using this parameter the dominant 
orientation of the road is determined. The perpendicular distance between the property 
and the value on the axis of the dominant orientation is used, as long as the other 
coordinate is within the property limits. The threshold is 45°, above which the road is 
considered vertical. See Figure  5.3 for illustration. 
 
Figure  5.3 Close Roads Calculation Illustration 
No close roads, dominant 








It is worth noting that this method is only applicable when roads on the grid are mainly 
horizontal or vertical, but not inclined. In situations where roads are not typically 
parallel to the axes, all points on the line will need to be considered. The calculation can 
be reduced by increasing the increment between points. For example instead of using 
every integer value for x, an increment of 5 or 10 is used. Once roads are determined to 
be “close” they are stored in the RoadsInProxy array. 
GetCloseTraffic; is a function that sums up the flow of vehicle on every road considered 
close. 
ResComTraffic_f; is a function that changes the state of a property from residential to 
commercial depending on the flow of traffic on close roads. This function is part of the 
land use model explained later. 
The Property agent also contains events that trigger the functions mentioned earlier. 
These events either occur once or are cyclic. The events that occur once are RentCalc_e, 
distBC_e and GetCloseRoads_e. The following events occur every year; Utility_e and 
GetCloseTraffic_e. The ResComTraffic_e event occurs every 5 years. 
These cycles were chosen based on the time it takes for these changes to occur in reality. 
It is expected that the change of the type of property from residential to commercial will 
take some time, in this case 5 years is assumed (see Manheim (1979) activity systems 




5.1.5 The Environment 
Once agents and variables are developed they need a stage where they will interact. The 
model environment provides this stage. It consists of two parts: the current situation in 
the region and the transportation facility under study. 
Similar to the fact that model agents were partly developed during the formulation of 
model variables, the environment was partly developed during the creation of model 
variables and model agents. In developing model variable, recall the GDP example, 
where new businesses were to be considered in calculating GDP. The opportunity for 
opening new businesses suggests implicitly that there is some area that was not able to 
develop businesses but now is able to do so due to the construction of this 
transportation project. In reality this business could be an establishment along the side 
of a new highway or the opportunity to increase exports because a new port was 
constructed. In the model this area is simply part of the model’s environment. The first 
part of the model environment accounts for the current status of relevant aspects of life 
in the region. The framework needs to incorporate current economic, environmental 
and social conditions in the region so that the changes in these aspects due to the 
introduction of a transportation system can be gauged. The model environment will be 
developed using two processes (similar to the development of model agents). Firstly, on 
an as-needed basis, this will be performed by looking at all model variables and agents 
and determining what aspects of the environment need to exist. For example, a variable 
such as air quality suggests that current air quality needs to be provided so that the 




for determining aspects of the model environment will be to add components to 
realistically portray a given region. 
The second part of this task is to describe the proposed transportation facility under 
investigation. This will be input provided to the framework. The typical inputs available 
at various decision levels to describe the proposed transportation project will be 
considered. Once the environment is modeled, the simulation model is now complete. 
The framework is now capable of calculating the DI of any given transportation system 
at any given point in time. The framework is also capable of comparing different 
transportation projects.  
From a modeling perspective, there are two types of environments that can be used; 
either a continuous environment or a discrete environment. The discrete environment 
acts as a grid of cells. Agents can only exist in a cell that has a fixed X/Y coordinate. Cells 
in these types of environment are typically restricted to one agent per cell. This type of 
environment can be useful for agents that should overlap, from an animation 
perspective. The property agent is an example of such an agent, where an apartment 
can exist as a block in a 3D grid. Other agents in the model, Individuals Cars and Roads 
do not lend themselves to a discrete state. As such, a continuous environment must be 
used. 
A possible solution is to use a discrete environment for the property agent, and another 
continuous environment for the rest of the agents. However, it was decided to unify the 




overlaps. This would make the environment easier to track and interactions more visible, 
if graphic representations are applied. 
5.1.6 Rent and Population Location Assignment Module 
The impact of rent on transportation and vice versa is well documented (See Manheim’s 
activity systems (Manhiem, 1979)). MAD incorporates this relationship through the rent 
module and the land use module. 
Rent calculation techniques are abundant in literature (Please refer to Malpezzi (2003) 
for a review of hedonic rent models similar to the model suggested in this research). A 
hybrid bid rent and random utility technique to calculate rent, was developed. 
A property agent was created to allow independent access to each property when 
needed. The first step is to calculate the base price of all existing properties. This is 
performed using the RentCalc_f function explained earlier in the specification of the 
Property agent. 
Families are then allocated using a family allocation function (FamilyAllocation_f). 
Depending on user preference, the function can operate in one of two ways: targeting 
maximum utility or maximum allowed rent value. The maximum utility technique is a 
simple optimization search function. The function iterates through all the properties and 
allocates the family to the property that has the maximum utility and satisfies the 
constraints namely budget, vacancy state and need (minimum number of rooms 
required by the family). 
The maximum rent search function operates exactly as the utility search function, but 




concept is that the rent price itself is utility inclusive. In other words utility is implicitly 
factored in the market forces determining the rent. Thus every family aims to live as 
close to their allocated budget without exceeding it. 
Once all families are assigned properties, another calculation takes place that is related 
to property price. If the property is vacant, its rent is decreased in the coming cycle by a 
predetermined value (default is $10). If the property is occupied, then its price is 
increased in the coming cycle by the same value. This allows market forces to play a part 
in the rent price. If the incomes of the families do not change, the allocation and rent 
price stabilize after a few years. However the income and employment status of the 
individual members of the families is constantly changing, courtesy of the economic I/O 
model. 
5.1.7 Land-Use development 
Due to the fact that the aim of the model is to compare transportation infrastructure 
impacts, the timeline is relatively long (30-50 years). It is anticipated that within this 
time, changes in land-use patterns will occur. Accordingly, a land-use module to 
illustrate these changes was developed. However, it is worth noting that this module is 
not comprehensive and is meant only as a proof of the ability of the overall model to 
incorporate land-use models. For a review of land use models please refer to (Wegener, 
1995) and (Waddell, 2002). 
The land-use model operates on the premise that traffic flow dictates the nature of the 
land-use being developed as either residential or commercial. Initially all properties are 




The land-use model operates through interactions between the Car, Route and Property 
agents. Flow is calculated within a predetermined radius of any property. If the flow 
exceeds a certain value, the property is transformed from residential to commercial. 
Under the assumption that the property will prosper more as a commercial area. This 
transformation occurs every 5 years. The functions associated with this module are 
explained in detail in the Property agent description. 
5.1.8 Traffic Simulation and Assignment 
The concept applied in this model is similar to work published by Riley and Keyser (1998). 
As with Riley and Keyser, the degree of dissection of traffic, in addition to discrete yet 
dynamic traffic assignment gives the model its microscopic traffic modeling 
characteristics. The model produces sound results consistent with macroscopic traffic 
flow theory. 
5.1.8.1 Traffic Simulation 
The traffic simulation module is based on the interaction between the Car agent and the 
Route agent. The model developed in this research has the capability of simulating real 
traffic, through a set of rules governing the movement of the Car agent. These rules are 
as follows; 
 A Car must have a source and may have a designated sink. The source represents 
its origin while the sink represents its destination. A user may choose to allow 
certain cars to move in a random fashion in which case the cars will be disposed 




 In the case of a specified route, a given Car will choose to merge into the 
appropriate lane to pursue its destination. The merging begins at a 
predetermined distance, chosen by the user and has a default minimum of 500m. 
Also the time it takes to merge from on lane to another is predetermined with a 
default minimum of 2 seconds. 
 The model does not handle vehicle crashes. Cars are not allowed to crash. Cars 
make decisions regarding speed according to vehicles in front of it. However, if 
the car does not have sufficient space or time to merge appropriately, it may 
intersect with the path of another vehicle. In this case, the car will “crash” which 
will cause an error in the program. While this case is rare, it is worth noting. 
There are measures that may be taken to avoid crashes altogether, however a 
more autonomous behavior was preferred in this model, with the possibility of 
adding the ability to handle crashes in future work. In the meantime it is 
important to test the network thoroughly to insure there is no conflict between 
network geometry and the rules, which is the main source of unintended 
“crashes” in the model. For example, if a car needs 500m to start merging but 
the road is 200m long, crashes will occur with heavy traffic.  
 Car speed is controlled by the following factors: 
o Distance to car in front. The user predetermines a minimum acceptable 
distance; this distance may be linked to speed. Also, the distance at 




o Road geometry; cars move at lower speeds on curves than on straight 
roads. A factor of 0.5 is used as a default value. 
o Speed limit; each individual road segment has a speed limit to which a 
Car cannot surpass. 
The aforementioned factors are specified either in the Car agent or the Route and Road 
agents. 
The traffic simulation model is capable of handling as many as 100,000 vehicles, and can 
be considered relatively sophisticated when compared to similar work (Bando, et al., 
1995). Furthermore, the entire simulation can be animated in which case the user is 
able to visually follow the different vehicle interactions.  
5.1.8.2 Traffic Assignment 
Traffic simulation module, described earlier, is used to determine network flow 
characteristics and time spent on the network. These parameters are then used to 
assign traffic on different routes. The assignment is applied using one of two methods 
predetermined by the user. 
Static User Equilibrium Sheffi’s Extension 
The objective is to find an equilibrium situation where the time it takes to reach a given 
destination is the same regardless of the route used (refer to Sheffi (1985) for the 
complete method details). 
The first step is to develop a performance function that relates traffic flow and time on 
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Where tmin is the time it takes for a single car to pass through the network in free flow 
situation. 
The traffic simulation runs once to determine the flow rate. Then the Sheffi extension to 
User Equilibrium using the convex combinations method algorithm is used to determine 
the equilibrium. The code uses simple brute force optimization techniques to locate the 
optimum solution and stops when the specified tolerance is met. This is repeated for 
every induced new demand.  
Random Utility Theory 
This method is based on direct assignment performed by agents themselves. The choice 
is performed based on principles of random utility theory. A logit model is applied using 
time as utility. The equation is as follows: 
⋯
 
Where U is utility, a, b & c are potential routes and P(a) is the probability to choose 
route a. 
For more details on applying random utility theory and logit models in transportation 
refer to (Washington, et al., 2011). 
5.2 Summary  
A dynamic simulation model was developed. The model is meant to calculate the 
Dynamic Index (QoL). This index is based on Money and time elements explained in 
chapter 3. The model is conceptually divided into high level modules (macro modules) 




calculate desired values or use values produced by micro modules. The high level 
modules are; Population growth, Traffic Analysis, Economic Engine, Environmental 
Engine and Social Engine. Each module was explained in detail. These modules feed the 
Dynamic Index aggregation module. The micro modules are based on discrete event and 
Agent based simulation. The agents modeled are; individuals, families, cars, properties, 
road and routes. These agents provide different information to different micro modules. 
The micro modules are; Rent and Population Allocation, Land Use Development, Traffic 








It is very difficult to validate prediction models such as the simulation model described 
in this study. The main challenge is finding case studies where the impacts of the 
transportation projects can be isolated. Transportation projects that were constructed 
earlier in a given region were compiled, and their current impacts were determined. 
Then, a simulation model was developed for the projects. The component modules 
were first analyzed separately. Economic, environmental and social data were used. 
Then the entire model was analyzed and tested using an Atlanta, Georgia case study and 
a hypothetical example. 
6.1 Economic Component 
In order to illustrate the economic component of the DIP framework, 44 case studies 
were chosen from the Transportation Project Impact Case Studies (TPICS) (Economic 
Development Research Group, 2011). Only case studies with complete data and post 
project data collected within 5 years of project completion were included. The latter 
criterion was placed to allow for a more fair comparison between post project impacts. 









Table  6.1 General Attributes of TPICS 
Case ID1 1 8 11 12 13 14 17 18 19 23 29
Population (Million 
Persons)2 
0.098 0.154 0.178 0.084 0.053 0.062 0.076 0.429 0.035 0.256 0.528
Market Size (Million 
Persons served)3 
0.021 0.823 0.619 0.01 0.158 0.055 0.017 0.286 0.017 0.115 0.15
Actual Cost (M)4 1.6 60.4 3.6 1 1.4 1.7 29.7 42.4 10.7 617.5 777
Direct Income (M)4,5 2 95 13 4 23 1 5 14 0 222 189
Indirect Income (M)4,5 1 42 8 4 3 1 2 10 1 111 143
Case ID1 32 33 36 43 46 57 61 62 64 65 66
Population (Million 
Persons)2 
0.36 0.333 3.627 3.779 0.022 3.779 0.106 1.488 0.992 0.321 0.288
Market Size (Million 
Persons served)3 
0.225 0.197 1.707 1.253 0.013 1.253 0.068 1.743 1.442 0.177 0.516
Actual Cost (M)4 205.2 317.7 147.2 1145 32.9 2796 6.4 7.7 206.1 115.7 200.5
Direct Income (M)4,5 115 59 1654 1709 35 2499 5 9 96 29 1
Indirect Income (M)4,5 53 33 678 1470 12 2149 3 5 54 17 1
Case ID 67 68 69 70 72 76 77 78 79 81 82
Population (Million 
Persons) 
1.894 1.47 0.527 1.884 1.013 0.297 0.036 0.121 0.503 0.756 0.249
Market Size (Million 
Persons served) 
1.356 1.743 0.726 0.9 1.442 0.24 0.018 0.074 1.403 1.403 0.222
Actual Cost (M) 192.5 73.7 147.8 210.9 31.6 52.5 31.1 39.8 68.4 55.5 18.1
Direct Income (M) 451 135 23 345 24 143 1 30 106 1 8
Indirect Income (M) 273 78 14 232 13 97 1 28 63 1 2








Table  6.1 Continued            
Case ID 84 85 86 88 89 91 93 96 97 98 100
Population (Million 
Persons) 
0.122 0.307 0.105 5.964 0.261 3.981 0.026 1.267 0.679 0.97 1.118
Market Size (Million 
Persons served) 
0.195 0.228 0.06 2.476 0.577 1.707 0.174 0.631 0.55 0.571 1.428
Actual Cost (M) 10.7 57.7 233.8 5.6 3.8 415.4 13.5 100.6 1449 38.4 520.9
Direct Income (M) 0 126 31 22 0 50 8 10 96 4 115
Indirect Income (M) 0 90 22 16 0 20 5 9 60 2 55
1 Case ID refers to case ID in TPICS data 2 County population sizes 3 Population within 40 minutes of project 4 Values are in 2008 









Table  6.2 DI Calculations on TPICS 
Case ID 1 8 11 12 13 14 17 18 19 23 29
ME ($/person) 24.1 896 119 93.1 499 34.4 83.5 56.9 24.3 1305 629
GS ($/person) 16.4 393 20.1 11.7 26.9 28.2 391 98.9 307 2416 1472
Worth ($/person) 7.7 503 98.9 81.4 472 6.2 -307 -42 -283 -1111 -843
ME* ($/person served) 113 167 34.2 775 167 38.7 366 85.3 50.1 2894 2215
GS* ($/person served) 76.5 73.4 5.8 97.6 9 31.8 1711 148 634 5357 5184
DI* ($/person served) 36.1 93.8 28.4 677 158 6.9 -1345 -63 -584 -2463 -2969
Total DI (Million) 0.8 77.2 17.6 6.8 24.9 0.4 -23.3 -18 -9.9 -284 -445
Case ID 33 36 43 46 57 61 62 64 65 66 67
ME ($/person) 278 643 841 2146 1230 70.5 9.4 151 142 6 382
GS ($/person) 955 40.6 303 1497 740 60.9 5.2 208 361 696 101
Worth ($/person) -677 602 538 649 490 9.6 4.3 -56.9 -219 -690 280
ME* ($/person served) 470 1366 2537 3622 3709 110 8 104 258 3.4 534
GS* ($/person served) 1614 86.2 914 2527 2231 94.6 4.4 143 654 388 142
DI* ($/person served) -1145 1280 1623 1095 1478 15 3.6 -39.2 -396 -385 392
Total DI (Million) -225 2185 2034 14.3 1852 1 6.3 -56.5 -70.1 -199 531
Case ID 68 69 70 72 76 77 78 79 81 82 83
ME ($/person) 146 70.3 306 36.7 810 54.9 487 337 3 39.6 0.6
GS ($/person) 50.1 280 112 31.2 177 854 330 136 73.3 72.7 361
Worth ($/person) 95.4 -210 194 5.5 633 -799 157 200 -70.4 -33.2 -360
ME* ($/person served) 123 51.1 641 25.8 1003 111 793 121 1.6 44.4 1.3
GS* ($/person served) 42.3 204 234 21.9 219 1724 537 48.7 39.5 81.6 845
DI* ($/person served) 80.5 -153 407 3.9 784 -1613 256 71.8 -37.9 -37.2 -843










Table  6.2 Continued            
Case ID 84 85 86 88 89 91 93 96 97 98 100
ME ($/person) 2.4 703 506 6.3 2.5 17.6 486 14.8 230 7 152
GS($/person) 87.2 188 2224 0.9 14.3 104 528 79.4 2134 39.6 466
Worth ($/person) -84.8 515 -1717 5.3 -11.9 -87 -41.7 -64.6 -1904 -32.6 -314
GS* ($/person served) 1.5 946 882 15.1 1.1 41 71.3 29.7 284 11.9 119
Cost* ($/person served) 54.7 253 3875 2.3 6.5 243 77.4 159 2634 67.3 365
DI* ($/person served) -53.2 693 -2993 12.9 -5.4 -202 -6.1 -130 -2350 -55.4 -246





In the economic engine, ME is calculated through average income and employment rate 
of the region. In the TIPCS data average income post project is not available. Instead, 
direct and indirect incomes are present. ME was calculated by adding direct and indirect 
income then dividing by the population. The population was chosen to be the 
population of the county or counties where the project was constructed. Another 
money earing value, ME*, was calculated by dividing direct and indirect income with 
market size, which as per TPICS guidelines is population within a 40 minutes travel time 
radius. The reason for calculating ME* is that nearby populations may be a better 
estimate of the number of people affected by the project. Notice that market size is not 
consistently larger than county size, as maybe expected. Instead Market size varies from 
8 times smaller (case 11), to 8 times greater (case 93). Government Spending (GS) and 
GS* were calculated by dividing the actual cost of the project by county population and 
market size respectively. DI was calculated by subtracting ME from GS. Total DI is simply 
total income minus total cost. 
The results in Table  6.2 show a large variance in the worth of the projects considered. 
Some projects seem exceedingly prosperous (e.g. case 36) while others seem to have 
been a waste of money (e.g. case 97). The results show that worth per capita ranges 
from $649 to -$1903 and from $1622 to -$2993 when market size is used. It is very 
difficult to consider why some projects provided negative returns, without looking at 
other factors. However, considering only this data, all projects with negative worth 
should not have been built, since providing the population with this money would have 





Figure  6.1 ranks the projects based on their worth per capita. The figure shows how the 
economic component of the DIP framework can be used to compare projects with each 
other. Even with no alternatives to a project, a decision can be made on whether to 
implement it or not. If the projects worth does not exceed its cost, and no other factors 
are considered, then it should not be built. For the chosen set of projects, the average 










Figure  6.1 DI for TPICS
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An additional qualitative assessment was conducted to determine the validity of the 
results. Case number 86 “The U.S. 460 bypass project” for which DI was very low ($-
2993) was investigated further. It was determined that the project did not provide 
positive returns on investment (Forster, 2012). On the other hand, case 57 “Arizona 
Loop 101” for which DI was $1478, provided a significant economic gain for the region 
(Ducey, 2011) (Pacific West Land, LLC, 2013). 
In reality, public projects are rarely built for the sole purpose of increasing the income of 
the local population. Public projects are built to enhance the quality of life of the 
population which includes social and environmental aspects in addition to the economic 
aspect illustrated herein. 
6.2 Environmental Component 
Data from a case study on maritime transport in the port of Venice, Italy was used to 
illustrate how the DI framework handles environmental impacts. The port of Venice 
receives significant traffic annually, with over 26 million tons of goods handled (Venice 
Port Authority, 2012) and 2.3 million passengers (Venice Port Authority, 2011) served. 
Table  6.3 provides input data related to Venice and the port operations and associated 
calculations. In this example the focus is on the fatalities caused by Particulate Matter 
with size 10 micrometers or less (PM 10). The number of expected fatalities due to long 
term exposure to PM 10 is calculated by multiplying the impacted population with the 
PM concentration and the relevant exposure response function (FER) coefficient. Unlike 





This data was used to calculate the ME lost and FT lost related to the port’s 
environmental impacts.  
Table  6.3 Venice case study 
Category Parameter Value 
General Information Impacted Population1 60393 
 Average salary ($)2 19008 
 Average life expectancy3 81.86 
 Average age of population4 47 
Environmental Impact PM 10 Conc.1 2.26 
 FER PM 101 0.00039 
 Total Dead 53 
DI Total ME lost ($) 35271462 
 Total FT Lost (hours) 10836771 
 Total DI -89455317 
1 (Miola, et al., 2009) 2 Source (Rottieto, 2009) 3 (CIA, 2013) 4 (DeMartino, et al., 2008)     
5 (The Times, 2013) 
 
ME lost was calculated by multiplying the average annual salary by the remaining life of 
the person who had died. In this case the remaining life was calculated by subtracting 
the average life expectancy of the Venice population from the average age of the 
population. A number of assumptions are made; first it is assumed that the persons will 
get that same income for the remainder of their lives, which is typically not true. In most 
cases, people receive a higher income as they become more experienced, assuming 





retirement, 65 years old in most cases, it is also assumed that each person will receive 
that same income even after retirement. A second assumption is that the person who 
dies is actually employed, which may not be true. The second assumption could easily 
be mitigated by including the probability that the person is unemployed through the 
regions unemployment rate. However this was not performed as it did not seem fair 
that a value of a person should be zero simply because he died when he was 
unemployed. It is important to note that DI is meant to compare scenarios and not as an 
absolute value, in which case these assumptions will likely not interfere in the final 
ranking as long as they are applied consistently over all alternate scenarios. However, in 
future work regarding DI, it is recommended that factors involved in ME calculation are 
studied in order to develop an accurate calculation methodology. 
The calculations show that the cost of a single fatality is about $650,000 in ME. 
Comparing this value to estimates by AAA in the US which suggest the cost of a fatality 
is $3.2 million (Kepple, et al., 2011), implies that DI under values life. However, if free 
time is included, the result is quite different. DI allows the substitution of free time with 
an equivalent money value. In this case the value of money is taken as $10 per hour as 
per the Victoria Institute for Transportation Studies (Litman, 2009). The previous 
calculations show that 204,000 hours are lost per fatality, equivalent to $2.04 million. 
This results in a combined total of $2.69 million per fatality. The DIP framework reached 
a relatively similar result in magnitude for the cost of a fatality as reported by AAA. This 
is expected since the DIP framework suggests that inherently all decisions made are 





framework is not expected to defy logic, but rather complement it through more a more 
transparent methodology. 
It is also relevant to point out that the calculations of free time assume that a person 
works 8 hours a day and thus has 16 hours of free time in a day. The cost of a fatality 
could have been different given a different set of assumptions. 
In Table  6.3 DI is calculated by adding ME and FT, where FT is converted to ME using a 
money value of time of $5. Since the calculation deals with money spent and FT lost, a 
negative sign is introduced to DI. 
As mentioned earlier a traditional validation is extremely difficult in the case of 
environmental and health interactions. However, a qualitative assessment was 
attempted to validate the results. The negative DI implied negative health impacts. This 
was confirmed by Venice citizens who have expressed adverse health impacts due to 
close proximity to ship traffic in the past few years (Povoledo, 2011). 
6.3 Social Component 
Many transportation agencies are attempting to include social aspects in decisions 
regarding transportation infrastructure management (The Transportation Planning 
Capacity Building Program, 2007). Social aspects can be divided into two types, objective 
and subjective. Objective aspects are easier to quantify, they include travel time and 
travel cost. Subjective aspects are typically approximated by proxy indicators. 
Some transportation agencies include social impacts under the umbrella of equity. The 
DIP framework handles equity in component 3, which is beyond the scope of this model. 





compares two projects with respect to accessibility (Litman, 2002). Accessibility is 
broken down to travel time and travel cost, which in turn are converted to ME spent 
and FT lost per user.  The two projects were transportation alternatives, either a LR or a 
Highway (HW), to improve the traffic between the western shore of the city and the 
core. Table  6.4 shows general characteristics of both projects and subsequent DI 
calculations. 
Table  6.4 Victoria LR Case Study 
Parameter LR HW 
Distance (Km) 10.00 80.00 
Average Speed (Km/h) 15.00 41.00 
Travel Time (min) 7.50 21.95 
Avg. Wait time 3.00 0.00 
VOC per km1 0.00 0.15 
Fuel per km1 0.00 0.10 
Car Ownership 
Cost per Trip 0.00 0.37 
Fare 1.75 0.00 
ME2 spent ($/person 
/day) 1.75 7.79 
FT lost (min/person /day) 10.50 21.95 
DI -18.4 -170.9 





Comparing the results of both projects, it is clear that LR is the preferred option from a 
social standpoint. However, only when all aspects of the project are considered, the 
best alternative can be determined. For example the cost of both projects was not 
considered in this aspect (it would have been considered in the economic aspect). If the 
cost of the LR project is much higher than the HW project, this will increase the ME 
spent which will decrease the value of DI for the LR project, which in turn may alter the 
overall ranking. 
The results are expected. A brief review of light rail case studies illustrated that most 
light rail projects have provided time and cost (Ottawa Light Rail, 2012) (VTA, 2013) 
(Weisbrod, et al., 2009). 
6.4 Rent Allocation and Land Use Components 
Hypothetical data was used to demonstrate the capabilities of the rent allocation and 
land-use components. A group of agents were created and arranged into families. A 
number of properties were created; one commercial property and the rest residential. 
The properties were allowed to shift from residential to commercial as per the rules 
described earlier. Families were also allowed to move between properties according to 
the allocation model.  
Figure  6.2 shows the increase in number of commercial properties as time passes. Also 
screen shots from the program at various points in time illustrate the change of 
residential properties (in yellow if occupied/ pale pink if vacant) to commercial 
properties (in red) (See Figures 6.3-6.5). Note that the screen shots do not show all the 














































































It is worth noting that the default state of conversion from residential to commercial is 
deterministic, the user may choose to make the change stochastic in which case the 
change in number of properties will be provide a smother curve.  
Figure  6.6 shows the increase in total demand on the area. This increase in demand is 
the main reason for the transformation of properties from commercial to residential. 
(See Chapter 5 for associated functions and algorithms). 
 
Figure  6.6 Demand vs. Time in Run 
 
To illustrate the results of the allocation model, a single family was followed through the 
run. The budget of the family changed over time, allowing their maximum rent value to 
increase. The family changed properties twice due to that increase. Figure  6.7 shows the 





















Figure  6.7 Family Budget for Rent 
  
6.5 Case Study I: Atlanta Metropolitan 
After examining how DIP handles each of the economic, environmental and social 
aspects separately, it was important to examine how DIP handles a combination of the 
three. The Atlanta metropolitan case study, presented by Jeon (2010) was used to 
demonstrate this.  
The Atlanta Metropolitan area is expected to face severe congestion in coming years, 
with associated air quality and respiratory health issues (Jeon, 2010). An adopted 
regional transportation plan was combined with selected future land use scenarios to 
produce two future scenarios: Mobility 2030 and Test Case 2030. Data from the case 
study and information on the Atlanta demographics were collected to perform the 























Table  6.5 Atlanta Case Study Inputs 
Cases Initial Mobility Test 
Population1 3682507 6014618 5854968 
Initial FT2 15 15 15 
Average speed1 47.12 42.21 42.21 
Total Vehicle Miles Traveled1 129049330 190939513 190939513 
Employment1 2640069 3319707 3312122 
Average Income3 41616 41616 41616 
CO2 ton/day1 72.31 110.86 110.86 
1 Source (Jeon, 2010) 2 FT is assumed 3 after (Georgia DOL, 2011) 
 
It is important to note that the in pervious examples, point values were used to 
demonstrate calculations for DI. However to get a true value of sustainability the 
integration of ME and FT over time is required. In this case study, an initial state is 
defined and thus it is possible to calculate the change in DI over time. Table  6.6 provides 








Table  6.6 Atlanta Case Study DI Calculations & Results 
Stage Parameter Initial state Mobility year 
30 
Test year 30 
Intermediate 
Calculations 
Time spent on 
the road per 
capita (hrs) 0.7437 0.7521 0.7726 
 Fatalities in 




/day 14.26 14.25 14.23 
 ME/capita 
/day 81.73 62.92 64.48 
 DI at year 0 1165 NA NA 
 DI at 30 years NA 896.3 917.3 
Aggregation S over 30 Years NA 30920 31235 
 
FT was calculated by subtracting the time spent on the road and the time lost due to 
fatalities from the initial FT. ME was calculated by subtracting ME lost due to fatalities 
from the average income of the population. DI was calculated by multiplying 
ME/capita/day by FT/capita/day. S was calculated by integrating DI over the period 
between the initial state (year 0) and the future scenario (year 30). Figure  6.8 illustrates 






Figure  6.8 DI for Atlanta Alternative Scenarios 
From Figure  6.8 it appears that the Test scenario is the preferred option. However the 
difference is quite small. According to Jeon (2010), the mobility scenario has a slight 
overall advantage. The researchers used a weighted Multi Criteria Decisions Making 
(MCDM) approach in the analysis in which each criterion was given equal weight. 
However the main reason behind the difference in the result obtained from the DI 
framework and Jeon’s MCDM is that the latter did not consider the actual population of 
the region in some of their final calculations. For example, in Table  6.5 it can be seen 























slightly higher than the Test scenario in Jeon’s (2010) publication; this makes the 
Mobility scenario superior. In the DI framework the ratio of employment to population 
is more relevant, and since the population in the Mobility scenario is much larger than 
that of the Test scenario, moneys per capita is higher in the Test scenario. Thus, in the DI 
analysis the Test scenario is deemed superior. 
6.6 Case Study II: Hypothetical Example 
In the previous case study, while the integration of DI over time was demonstrated. 
Inner workings of the SD model were not evident due to the unavailability of 
information to perform a complete period analysis. The data presented in the previous 
case study provided two points of data. The main advantage of using the DI framework 
is its ability to capture the nonlinear change in the quality of life of a region over a long 
period of time. To demonstrate this capability the hypothetical example introduced in 
chapter 3 is solved using the model.  
The local government decided to expand a vital bridge that crosses a river that divides a 
region. The expansion will increase the bridge capacity from 2000 vph to 4000 vph. 
Investments are expected to occur once the expansion is complete. These investments 
are expected to create jobs. There are other means by which people can cross the river; 
other bridges, a ferry   and public transport. On average, it takes a person 1 hour to 
cross   if they use any means other than the bridge. It is also known that, on average, 
each person crosses to the other side at least once a day. The cost of the project is $1 
billion. The government had requested to assess whether this venture is worthwhile. 





Two separate simulation runs were performed; a base case scenario and a project 
scenario. The only difference between the inputs of both scenarios was the project 
capacity, which was increased from 200vph to 4000vph. Table  6.7 summarizes the 
results of the simulations. 
Table  6.7 Hypothetical Case Study Results 
Output Initial 
State 




Population 1,000,000 1,416,756   1,416,369
Theoretical Population 1,000,000 1,417,188   1,417,188
Jobs 200,000 291,182   299,239 
Jobs from bridge 0 6,953   15,009 
Total Income (Billion $) 10 14.56 15.56 14.96 
Income from bridge (Billions $) 0 0.35   0.75 
Income from other sources (Billion $) 10 14.21   14.21 
DI  5,026 5,225 5,160 
DI_ME  2,146 2,161 2,157 
No. of Fatalities from pollutant 0 347   779 
 
It is important to note that the results of the project scenario and the base case both 
include sources of income other than the bridge under investigation. These sources of 
income reflect the growing economy of the region. For this reason the number of jobs 
increases for both the base case and the project scenario. Also, in both cases the bridge 
contributes to the number of jobs. This is because the bridge did not deliver its 
maximum benefit when the expansion was scheduled. The expansion, on the other 
hand helped increase the benefit which in turn affected the economy and job creation. 
Another interesting aspect of the model is the use of theoretical population. Theoretical 





the difference between theoretical population and actual population is slightly more 
than the number of people dead; this is because population growth is a function of the 
exiting population. When people did not die they contributed to the growth of the 
population, for this reason the difference between actual population and theoretical 
population is compounded. FT, ME and DI values are calculated using theoretical 
population. Thus the effect of losing lives would increase their values, giving a false 
indication.  
With respect to DI (ME.FT), the base case +GS option appear to be the best choice; That 
is giving the residents of region the money over 35 years is better than building the 
project. However, the difference between the base case +GS and the project scenario is 
very small (5225 vs. 5160). Looking at DI_ME, which is the integration of ME + FT (where 
FT is in dollars), it appears the base case +GS remains superior. Furthermore, by looking 
only at income it is clear that the base case +GS is the better option, with $15.56 billion 
in total income in comparison to $14.96 billion associated with the project scenario.   
However, even though the base case +GS is superior in every criteria it may not be 
superior for all time. The analysis is performed for 35 years, beyond that scenario 
rankings may shift. This issue can be resolved by studying the trend of each case. 







Figure  6.9 FT for Hypothetical Case study 
 
Figure  6.10 ME for Hypothetical Case Study 
It is clear from both figures that the future trend of the Base+GS is better than the 
Project scenario. This does not mean that the Base trend will continue upward. At one 
point the effect of GS will diminish and the entire curve will go down. The conclusion of 





























An interesting observation is that the free time of the population was ultimately lower 
for the project scenario than the base case. This is attributed to the fact that congestion 
in the project scenario affected more users due to its increased capacity. Thus, a bigger 
portion of the population was affected. 
6.7 Summary 
The model developed in chapter 5 is tested using a variety of data. Each main module is 
first tested separately. The economic module is applied on 45 case studies accumulated 
by TICC (Economic Development Research Group, 2011). The Environmental module 
was applied on data describing Venice port activities. The social components used works 
published by Litman (2002), discussing various transportation alternatives in Victoria, 
Canada. The Rent Allocation and Land Use models were tested using an artificial data 
set, similar to those used in Bid Rent theories. The entire model was applied on two case 
studies, the Atlanta Metropolitan case study and a hypothetical case study. 
Overall the model proved applicable to different modes of transportation and different 
areas. The conceptual model is sound and appears to be transferrable. Some 
relationships including the transportation to economy relation will require fine tuning. 












In addition to the validation that was applied in Chapter 6, verification of the model was 
performed throughout the different stages of the model’s development. 
The testing of the final mode: (1) closely scrutinizes the developed factors used in 
creating the model; (2) thoroughly examines the construed framework components; 
and (3) rigorously assesses the developed agents for the calculation of DI. The 
developed model agents were evaluated through: (1) ongoing logical, syntactical 
debugging of each of the utilized agents on a stand-alone basis; (2) timely logical and 
syntactical debugging of the different modules and for the overall integrated model. 
7.2 Concluding Remarks 
In the past few years, stakeholders in the transportation industry have been concerned 
with sustainability. However, transportation decision makers have had difficulty 
incorporating sustainability in transportation infrastructure decisions. This is mainly 
attributed to the vagueness of the term. Incorporating sustainability in transportation 
decision making has been a desire put forth by engineers for that past 10 years. 
However, with no apparent method of defining sustainability, designers and decision 





This investigation attempts to define sustainability in a comprehensive and quantitative 
manner. The research proposes a new methodology that relies on the objective 
quantification of the elements of quality of life and extrapolates this methodology to 
address the impact on future generation and obtain a practical definition for sustainable 
development. The approach herein avoids weighting and minimizes subjectivity through 
realizing a common denominator for high level decisions. The common denominators 
are time and money. In this proposition, time and money are considered the basic units 
of any decision. The proposed approach uses these basic units, along with sustainability 
definitions, to build a methodological framework that can be used to reduce MCDM 
problems to two dimensional problems.  
Based on the developed methodology, a decision support framework was developed: 
the Dynamic Index Proposition. This research illustrates the utilization of the framework 
in quantifying sustainable development. A system dynamics model composed of three 
main high level engines is used to assist in the calculation; an economic, an 
environmental, and a social engine. A traffic simulation model and a land-use model 
were also developed adding a micro level to the original model. Both model levels can 
operate independently courtesy of the stable intermediate forms concept that was 
employed during the model development. 
The individual output of each of these engines is investigated using real data. The work 
introduces a case study where two transportation alternatives are compared using MAD 
and a traditional Multi Criteria Decision Making (MCDM) approach. Furthermore, a 





The DI framework proved useful in comparing transportation related projects. Free Time 
and Money Earnings proved to be useful concepts in practical applications. The system 
dynamics model provided a simple proof of concept of the applications of the DI 
framework applications. 
7.3 Summary of Contributions 
The work presented in this dissertation provides several contributions in a number of 
domains. In high level decision making, the work presents a practical objective function 
that stems from individuals’ pursuit of happiness. The objective, if met, guarantees a 
better life for the population. In the domain of transportation planning, the work 
illustrated a conceptual methodology that assist in converting transportation indicator 
into basic units of time and money or resources. The work also provides a blue print for 
sophisticated models in the transportation domain. A number of modules, some of 
which are new, others adopted from literature, are combined together efficiently. The 
work can be viewed as a guide to building multi-scale and multi concept models. The 
model created in this research utilizes multiple time scales, micro & macro programming 
and adds redundancy for self-checking. These concepts are not new in the 
transportation modeling domain. However, the execution of these concepts with minor 
sacrifices in model efficiency is relatively new. The utilization of ABM,SD,DE and 
modular object oriented programming, all at the same time, allowing dynamic access 






In the sustainable development domain, the research provides a different perspective 
on how to address such problems in an objective fashion. The research is one of the few 
new initiatives that attempt to remove subjectivity from decision making. The work can 
be considered part of a new class of solutions aimed for long term decisions impacting 
future generations. The research also provides explicit solution for considering and 
integrating the triple bottom line of sustainable development; namely the economic, 
environmental and social aspects of sustainable development. 
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7.4 Limitations of Current Work 
There is still a great deal than needs to be done before using the DIP framework in 
practice: 
 The model is not comprehensive. 
 DIP works very well in comparing projects, however its performance as an 
absolute measure have not been tested. 
 A standard set of indicators needs to be developed. 
7.5 Recommendations for Future Work 
In addition to addressing the limitations mentioned above, a few recommendations 
regarding future model development are as follows; 
 Uncertainty and risk are not considered by the model. Including these concepts 
may change the modeling framework to some extent. 
 Many sub modules can be added including Life Cycle Analysis (LCA). 
 The Equity component of the DIP is not yet integrated in the model. The model 
can handle social and geographic equity issues. However the explicit integration 
of either was not performed. 
 Social stratification should be employed. 
Future development of the model should be integrated with GIS to allow for 
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